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JERSEY CATTLE CLUB

8ubecrlptlone *3 00 per year payable In Maine Men Elected Members In
advance; single copies three cents.
American Association—Many Cows
Advertising rates based upon clrcula,lou and very reasonable
Registered
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
Phillip
M.
Libby,
Portland,
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established Marshall C. Vlles, Skowhegan, Walter
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the TrlbuBe These papers consolidated E. Mosher, Farmington and B. P.
March 17, 1897

Chase, Unity, prominent Maine
Jersey cattle owners, have been
elected to membership in the Ameri
:
ONE YEAR AGO
? can Jersey Cattle Club recently, ac
♦+++++++WS ♦ v r+ 4 4 + + + 4 + + + + + cording to Lewis W. Morley, executive
Prom the files of The Courier-Ga secretary.
Pounded by owners of purdbred
zette we learn th a t;—
Jersey cattle in 1868, the American
The Democratic caucus. Ensign
Jersey Cattle Club has as its mission
Otis, chairman, nominated Leforest
the work of improving the breed of
A. Thurston for mayor, while the
! Jersey cattle in the United States
Republican caucus. John M. Richard
son, chairman, nominated ex-Mayor and keeping an accurate record of
the pedigrees and official production
Carleton P. Snow.
!
record
of all registered Jerseys.
The of flee ns of Anderson Camp
More than 1,399.000 purebred Je r
and Auxiliary were jointly installed
by Byron Salter of Belfast and Mrs. sey cattle have been consecutively
j registered by this organization.
Gertrude Stew art of Bath.
Prominent persons in many fields
The will of the late E. Mont Perry
contained bequests for the First Bap of activity are included in the memb
ership of the American Jersey Cattle
tist Church and Knox Hospital.
Samuel Rubenstein opened a cloth Club. David E. Moulton of Portland
1is vice-president of the organization
ing store opposite Strand Theatre.
and Jack Shelton of Luling, Texas,
is president.
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INDIANS OF THESE MAINE COASTS

THREE CENTS A COPY

A BLIZZARD INTERVENES

V olum e 89.................. N um ber 132

READY FOR THE YOUNGSTERS

Telling In V erse H ow T hey H arrassed th e P eople Early W inter Tantrum P revents Our Tourists The 4-H Clubs Of Knox and Lincoln W ill Find a
Of Our K nox County Islands
From Seeing “Old M an of the M ountains”
Warm W elcom e In Camden
Communicated By Sidney L. Winslow of Vinalhaven

Camden becomes temporarily the honor and privilege of entertaining
capitol
of Knox and Lincoln C oun-j this great organization, considerable
Massachusetts vintage, with rarely a
ilnancial support is needed to make
Vermont or New York car to break ties one week from today when the it a success and the following com
the monotony. Bob's number plate 4-H Clubs of that zone meet there for mittee is now making a determined
was often scanned, because in con their annual contest, and tne accom drive to procure the necessary funds,
nection with it appears the sign “Va- panying festivities. An attendance of George W. Dyer, George H. Thomas
cationland” furnished by Levi Flint 700 is expected.
and Allan F. Payson.
and serving to advertise Maine.
Josiah H. Hobbs, former postmas
Following is the program:
An attractive looking tourist home ter. and erstwhile farmer, will extend
9 15 a. m —Welcome, J. H. Hobbs;
bears the title "Old Homestead." It a hearty greeting to all 4-H Club response. Marguerite Pendleton. Bris
caused my thoughts to go fluttering members; John Taylor, Camden's tol Wide-awake 4 H; songs, John
back to the good old Farwell Opera famous song leader, will lead the
Taylor, Y MC A., Camden; roll call,
House days when Denman Thompson singing, a response to Mr. Hobbs'
Kno—Lincoln 4 H Clubs; Announce
was coming here in a play thus titled.
As we roll mountainward we pass Those were the days of Managers welcome will be given by Miss Mar ments, John Taylor,
guerite Pendleton, a member of the
through an interesting territory
Robert H. Crockett. Col. Black and
where the wayside stands are so Fred Eugley. Some of you remember Bristol Wide-Awake 4-H Club.
Tlie program will start at 9 15 a. m.
numerous that the proprietors are George Smith, who used to be a
put to it to find original signs. Here “super" and usher a t this theatre, After the greeting and response, will
is. "Wei-com-in," and"witch toasted" and who now resides in Norfolk, follow tlie roll call of the 59 4-H Clubs
sandwiches are on sale—or were, be Mass. He comes back to Rockland to answered by a snappy song and cheer.
fore the heavy frosts rattled down the spend most of his summer vacations, At 10 o'clockw the Club members und
shutters. Fresh eggs in this locality and he amazed me the past summer leaders will parade io the Comique
Theatre, where, due to the splendid
have advanced to 40 cents.
| by the many incidents he was able to
At Franklin we turned in onto route recite of the palmy days of the co-operation of Mr. Kurson, owner
3A, which was guaranteed to cut 15 spoken drama. There may be some and Mr. Sholl. manager, the 4-H Club
miles off the distance to Franconia readers of this article who will re members will enjoy a free movie show.
Notch. In Franklin we saw the member the pranks which were cut At noon, directly following the movie
a huge parade in charge of Camden's
Daniel Webster birthplace—in fact up back-stage in th at period.
popular and efficient fire Chief Allan
The name of Webster is pretty well
Picturesque Indian Head
Payson and headed by the Camden
commercialized in th at territory, and
Signs frequently reminded us that School Band. Slate Police and Cam
it goes without saying that there is a
Webster antique shop. Not a t all New Hampshire is in the throes of an den Fire Department, will start from
Improbable that some of the thumb- off-year election. The name of the the theatre and pass through the
ers we saw are descendants of the Democratic candidate for governor is principal streets of the town. Directly
John L. Sullivan. Will it be a
great Daniel.
Out of Franklin we encountered the knockout such as made the one and
day’s first snow squall and it quite only “John L." famous, or will the
hid the distant mountains. "Large elephant force the mule to take the
fresh eggs, 60 cents a dozen." You count?
A cottage bears the name “Iownit."
see things are higher in the moun
Lucky chap.
Mbs Ruth Clark, who has done so
tains.
Next in order are North Woodstock
much to interest Knox and Lincoln
Newfound lak e a Gem
and Lincoln, and in th e latter town
boys and girls in 4-H Club Work
And from the car window we con is the Clarkarohen Maple Sugar
tinued to note interesting things—the Factory. It seemed almost like an in
10 to 12 a. m —Dickie Moore in
Golden Rule Farm for Boys; the fringement upon Vermont's copyright,
Oliver Twist," Comique Theatre.
village of Hill, which certainly bears {or vermont jg the map|e sugar
Camden.
an appropriate name; signs advertis- 8laU, and if you doubt ,t Jus( rid<l
12 m.—Parade.
ing 'Overnight Porches; Newfound across
bosom and count the signs.
12.15 p. m.—Lunch.
Lake, which has a beautiful bathing
^v,. were now far enough up in the
1 p. m —Songs, 4-H Clubs, with the
beach and where an enormous sand- w hite Mountains so th a t things
4 H Clubs. L. H Shiblcs. State Club
bar has constituted itself a natural began to glow interesting from the
Leader, Orono; Hope Railroad S ta
breakwater without congressional or scenic standpoint, and the first thing
tion. Hope 4-H Clubs; musical skit,
P.W.A, assistance. A heavy wind was to attract our attention was Indiai.
Albert Littlefield, Norman Wilson,
stirring the surface into white capped Head. The outline high up on a
North Whitefield Jolly Workers;
waves, and it was as pretty a scene mountain cliff is so plain that no
Cinderella Up to Date, Camden 4-H
as one would care to look upon.
stretch of imagination is needed to
Girts; singing. 4H Clubs; Harmonica
Bridgewater has an imposing sum construe it into a hum an face, but
lleie's Chief Engineer Allan Payson Band. Boothbay Gainers 4-H; Sketch,
mer hotel, yclept "Pasquaney Inn." Just why they choose to call the
Edgecomb 4-H Musical Comedy, Ar
who Aill direct the parade
And here comes Hebron, a nice town gentleman an Indian was not espe
lene Keller. Dorothy Keller, Carolyn
doubtless but with neither the scenic cially clear to me.
Andrews, Simonton Junior Sunshine
following
the
parade
the
members
nor the athletic prowess of Maine's
Ten Miles To the Old Man
4-H; Kitchen Band, Port Clyde
(Continued on Page Eight;
and
leaders
will
be
escorted
to
the
Hebron. There's a wayside resort
But our destination, as I have al- following halls and churches, where Clubs; announcing County cham 
which the ingenious proprietor has
FLYING VS. MOTORING
1ready ■said, was "The Old Man of tlie they will be served hot cocoa and pions; announcing highest ranking
named "Kaulin."
juniors; announcing highest raking
Helping to put Plymouth on the Mountains" so we turned a cold marshmallows to go with their
During the first six months of 1934
young fanners; awarding prizes;
shoulder
(and
th
at
was
no
figure
of
lunches:
Grange
Hall,
American
Le
American operated air passenger lines map is the Pemigewasset Hotel and speech) upon Poor Lo.
gion Hall, and Eastern Star Hall. awarding pins; State seed show list;
flew 796.950 miles per accident. A re a remarkable sporting goods store
Most
of
the
mountains
were
snowMethodist. Congregational and Bap charters and seals awarded; presen
port of the Bureau of Air Commerce whose sign bears the figure of a huge i coveied, and the bright sunlight tist Churches.
tation of County Plaque.
dog of lifelike appearance.
shews that there were 27 accidents in
through which we had been passing
Miss Ruth M. Clark of Rockland,
Also Other Specials
The
Old
Homestead
21.517,658 miles of flying. The total
was entirely blotted out by snow County 4-H Club agent is a most effi
T R IE D N E W C U T T E R
We came next to Compton, and it squalls which raged the entire after cient and inspiring leader and is denumber of passenger fatalities was 16.
occurred to both of us that we had noon. In the foothills it had been
The new Coast Guard Cutter Hud
• LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
Ten bucks will be given with every not seen a Maine motor car since summer, except for the temperature.
son, built at the Portsmouth Ngvy
Telephone Camden 8515
ten cent purchase all next week at leaving the State. They were prac
Yard for service in New York harbor
tically all of the New Hampshire and
; Perry's Market.—adv.
(Continued on Page Two?
standardized
on the
Rockland
course yesterday, the trials being un
der the direction of Commander H. G.
NOTICE
Palmer of the Coast Guard. Lieut.
TO PROPERTY OWNERS AND
Commander J. W. Fowler, represent
RESIDENTS OF WARD SIX
ing the Navy Yard; and Coast Guard
Will the signers of the petition
Constructor Kent.
Among other
and
other
objectors
of
the
Tide
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
Water Oil Company's proposal to
officials present were Lieutenants
9 CLAREMONT ST.
erect more fuel tanks on their
Pendleton and Aldrich. The Naval
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
property a t South Main street a t
officials were registered at the Thorn
tend
the
hearing
th
a
t
is
to
be
held
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
dike.
at the CITY COUNCIL ROOMS,
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
MONDAY EVENING, NOV. 5th, at
The Hudson is already ln commis
Court
and
were
taken
to
jail
when
Antonio
Calluci
of
Westerly,
R.
I.,
Mrs. Minnie Crozier
7.30 o'clock.
sion. She has a gross tonnage of 275,
they failed to provide ball.
ex-convict
and
jail
breaker,
and
John
This
should
interest
all
prop
Branches at Union and Rockport
is 104 feet long, and has a Diesel elec
Calluci and Lief were injured when
erty owners of Ward Six.
Lief of Cushing were arraigned be
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350
tric drive, generating 800 shaft horse
132*It
they wrecked the car in which they
fore U. S. Commissioner Gould in
power, and was built for 12-knot
were riding in an effort to force the
Portland yesterday afternoon on automobile of State Patrolman Free
speed. She carries a crew of 14.
charges of possessing and passing man from the rood as he chased them
WE BUY
NOT WEATHER PROPHETS
on Bangor street, Augusta. State
counterfeit money.
police
had
been
on
watch
for
Cailuci's
Calluci, charged with possessing
Have Your Shoes Repaired By
scientists of the Weather Bureau
Clarence E. Daniels
car since he allegedly passed the The visitors are assured of a hearty
JEWELER
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING CO. four bad $5 bills and passing one at
say
the thickness of the coast of fur
welcome
from
this
man—ex-Post
The Bicknell Waldoboro Monday night, was held in bogus bill at a Waldoboro filling sta
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND 491 Main Street,
bearing animals has no bearing on fu
man J. II. Hobbs
tion Monday night.
Rockland, Maine
78-tf
bail of $7500. Lief, charged with
ture weather but is merely indicative
Lief at first was charged only with
passing a bad bill a t Rockland Wed driving without a license and on that serving of a vast amount of credit for ' of summer and fall living conditions.
nesday night, was held in bail of charge he was suspended sentence of the wonderful accomplishments she
COUNTRY'S LIVESTOCK
$3000. Calluci limped badly as he 10 days in Augusta Municipal Court has made with these youngsters in a
Friday morning.
Later, however, very short time. It is certainly excelwas taken before Commissioner
An estimate of the Department of
officials said Calucci told them that cellent training for these boys and
Gould.
Lief's head was bandaged, Lief had passed a bogus $5 in a Rock girls who are starting out in like and Agriculture as of 1933 gave the num 
OCEAN VIEW
results of their encounter with State land restaurant, and the restaurant it Is the sort of training that will help ber of horses a t 12,163.000 and mules.
BALL ROOM
4 981,000; a decline of about 7925.000
Police.
operator from Rockland, allegedly to make life easier for these young
Music by
horses and 775 000 mules since 1920.
Both were held for the December identified him as the man who gave folks ln the years to come.
LEO JOLICOUER
term of the United States District j him a bad bill Wednesday.
A real program has been planned
and his
for the afternoon by the 4-H Clubs VO UR F A V O R IT E PO EM
BROADCASTING ORCH.
Including plays, musical sketches,
If I had my life to live again 1
featuring the
bands, etc. County Champions, high would have made a rule to read aome
SINGING TRIO
poetry
and listen to some music a*
est ranking Juniors and young farm least once
a week
The loss of these
Is a loss of happiness.-Charles
ers will be announced and suitable tastes
Darwin.
The petition of Ensign Otis, re  Rockland and Vinalhaven. together prizes, 4-H pins, charters and seals
THE DEPARTURE OF THE SWALLOW
ceiver of the Security Trust Com with their fixtures, and those of the will be awarded.
And Is the swallow gone?
branches
in
Camden,
Warren
and
The
beautiful
County
4-H
Club
pany. for authorization to accept the
Who beheld It?
Union.
Plaque will be presented to the high
Which way sailed It?
offer of $20,000. made by the Knox
Farewell
hade It none?
Representation was made by Re est ranking club in this county. This
County Trust Company for certain ceiver Otis that the banking depart Plaque
No
mortal
saw It go:—
was donated
by
the
But who doth hear
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS—in any condition; highest prices paid.
assets, was heard yesterday by Chief ment would not endorse a higher bid Courier-Gazette in the year 1933. Tlie
Its summer cheer
OLD BOOKS—why sell at junk prices the old books in your attic.
As It flitteth to and fro?
Justice William R. Pattangall. but upon the part of the new bank.
Plaque must be won by the same Club
I will call at your house and pay from 25c to $1.00 each.
So the freed spirit flies!
the matter was taken under advise
Donald H. Fuller stated to Chief two years in succession to retain It
OLD BANK BILLS—Civil War bills, better known as script. Old
Ftom Its surrounding clay
ment for th e reason th a t a bid of Justice Pattangall th a t he represent permanently. The Oolden Rule 4-H
Coins, American or foreign. Write what you have to—
It steals away
Like
the swallow from the skies.
ed a party (rumored to be E. K. Leigh Club of Hope won it last year and will
$25,000 was also made.
W hither’’ wherefore doth It go?
“COLLECTOR”
The properties under consideration ton) who would offer $25,000 for the compete with all other clubs for the
’Tls all unknown:
were the bank buildings which the properties in question.
right to win it again this year.
We feel alone
BOX 309, ROCKLAND, MAINE
That
a void Is left below
Camden is fortunate in having the
Security Trust Company operated in
132*lt
Tlie matter is being considered.
(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)

Back In 1889 which was shortly , crew. Then after stripping her, she
previous to the time when ,Vinal- j wouLd be taken to some sequestered
I
j spat and burned. Many were thus
its
destroyed, leaving no trace in Pox
hundredth anniversary as a town, the
Island thoroughfare and Eggemoggin
late Owen P. Lyons was delegated to Reach.”
write a brief history of the town.
The first outrage of this sort, which
While engaged in this work and J was one of the causes of this war is
searching for data th at would deft- described in the following verses:
• • • •
nltely authenticate the legend of
"TRAGICK SCENE"
the massacre of the settlers a t Murder
Rock, he received information that Uown
an eastward harbor call'd Fox
there was a poem in the historical They in a schooner at anchor lay;
,
.
. . . .
. . .
I* was upon the fourteenth day of June
archives at Ipswich, Mass., pertaining , six stout greA Indians in the afternoon
to Indian warfare near the P o x . ln ™ (c “not’ °n
8“ d schooner
Islands during the Indian Wars of With painted Fares ln a churlish frame;
One of them call'd Penobscot Governor.
1722-1725.. Mr. Lyons got in touch The other Captain Sam. a surly cur.
four great Indians strong and
with Ipswich but was informed by The other
stout.
Which
for
their 111 design they had
officials th at they had no knowledge
icked out
overnor and Sam with one more
of any such poem.
went
Last year while reading “Maine- Down In the forecastle bold and inso
lent.
A History” by Louis Clinton Match, j Unto Lieutenant T ilton they applied
Ph. T>., I found an extract from the Themselves, and down they sat one at
each side.
Camden Opera House
Ten bucks will be given with every poem and decided to try to find the The other plac’d himself behind his back
Waiting
the other's motion when to
ten cent purchase all next week at full text. After following all other
act.
leads to a dead end I sought informa
Perry's Market.—adv.
Music By
Indian
tion of Ipswich and through the
TODDY BRIDGES
What's m atter Governor my men detain
kindness of the town clerk had my And no send hostage home to me again?
and his
What's the m atter he no good, but all
labors rewarded.
one devil?
RHYTHM BOYS
j ,x W ?
What) no love Indian! Governor no
The
poem,
which
probably
has
no
Admission 40c, 25c
civil
connection with the Murder Rock Penobscot Indian Governor great Man
A Smart New Band
All
one
Governor Shute.—says Captain
Most Modern Ballroom in
episode was undoubtedly th a t re
Sam.
Eastern Maine
ferred to by Mr. Lyons’ Informant.
131*132
Tilton
I had the pleasure of showing the
G
trat
while
since
we from Boston hither
poem to Mr. Lyons and we both
d im e .
wondered why he had not been able We poor fishermen are not to blame.
to find it in 1889. The historical
Indian
data which precedes the poem and Your Boston Oovernor no good me see;
Oovernor much better man than he.
a t the close of this article, are main Our
These Cannibals th u s ln their Indian
T his is to announce that I have bought the stock and
pride
ly extracts from Dr. Hatch's history.
The best of Governors scorn and deride.
good will of the C. C. W alker Store
Details of the bloody raids upon the But they at length to hasten their de
Confectionery, Cigars, Cigarettes, Light Groceries,
English settlers of the Maine coast Fiom sign
underneath their blanket pull'd a
line
can be found in all histories of New
Fruit, Ices, Etc.
With which his arms they would have
’ England: but one aspect of them
compassed round,
O ld an d new patro n s and friends cordially welcom e
so strong and nimble was not
J which is insufficiently familiar, is But hebound
the warfare waged upon English TUI he got out the cuddy door at
last.
fishing vessels during Dummer's War, Before they had obtained to bind him
(Successor to C. C. Walker)
MAIN STREET AT RANKIN.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
1722-1725. In this the MaliseeU and These fast
Cannibals being both strong and
bold
th e Micmacs, bold seafarers both, And upon
him kept fast their Indian
joined the tribes to the westward, so
hold;
They got him down with their much
th at all along the eastern coast of
struggling.
his arm s behind him with
Maine there was great danger to all And bound
their string
The
other
three
which kept above the
small vessels. Lying in their canoes
deck.
in some concealed place, the Indians Also had their design brought to effect.
about him presently he found
would suddenly put out, shoot the Looking
They had his brother Daniel also bound.
EDDIE WHALEN’S FULL BAND
helmsman of the unsuspicious boat, For they with him had acted even so.
One at each side and one behind did go
and as the vessel fell off, would And down they sat. he not aware of
Dancing 8.30 to 12.30. Admission 40c and 25c
harm.
board her and kill or imprison the
DANCE EVERY WED. NIGHT WITH BEST ORCHESTRAS

D A N C IN G

Saturday Evg., N ov. 3

NEW MANAGEMENT

SHIRLEY D. BARBOUR

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE DANCE
W ednesday, Nov. 7

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON
ROUND TRIP BY TRAIN
o VER armistice day
Go on any train Nov. 9, 10 or 11
Return, leave Boston any train up to 9.30 P. M. of
November 15
SEE World’s Championship
CHILDREN
Rodeo at Boston Garden
HALF
SEE
College Football— Harvard
FARE
vs. Army Nov. 10

*

CENTRAL

R A IL R O A D

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK
Established 1825

SUNDAY SPECIAL
ROAST GOOSE
$1.00
TAVERN SPA

HELD IN HEAVY BONDS

Russell

Funeral Home

GET DETAILS FROM AGENT

M A IN E

S

%

OLD

GOLD

Two M en, One From Cushing, C harged With
P assing Bad Bills In W aldoboro and Rockland

SAVE MONEY!

HALLOWEEN DANCE TONIGHT

H EA D Q U A R TER S FOR

WINTER STORAGE
New kind of winter service, the kind you will
like when the cold nights and mornings arrive.
Make arrangements now
Phone or see us personally at

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
TEL. 124-W
54 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
131-133

HIGHER BID W AS M ADE

WANTED BY COLLECTOR

—William Howltt.
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NEXT TUESDAY’S ELECTIONS

Every-O ther-D ay

A BLIZZARD INTERVENES

THKEE-TIMES-A-WEF.K

Real T est Of the N ew D eal Will Be M ade Out In
the M iddle W est

(Continued from Page One)
-----------------------------------‘
which was below freezing; while up
in the mountains full-fledged winter
had descended, the entire landscape
being covered with snow.

THE SURE WAY

der. weighing many tons, was brought1
down from the mountain above, and
rested over the top of the gorge at
a point indicated by the sign The
boulder was carried away in the great
flood of 1833."
FOX ISLANDS IX HISTORY
The Middle West is expected to fur- ] running as a “national progressive'
The tourist business must be very
Not wishing to miss the cbjcct of ext.ensivc hcreabcuts. for we saw one1
and
his
new
party,
as
far
as
anyone
What tragedies were knit into the nish one of the most clear-cut tests
our visit, in the swirling snow. I locality where a whole colony of over
life of the early pioneers upon these of the New Deal in the next Tuesday can learn, has no connection with the
stopped
a milk man 7o ask now much night cabins was springing into exist
one
in
Wisconsin.
coasts the present generations may ejectlon.
National attention has been focused farther we had to go. The milk deal ence—cabins of a very artistic and
only vaguely imagine. In an article
Out where the corn grows tall and sjiarp)y on me Wisconsin situation. er turned to another man and said: superior type.
printed upon another page the reader
Reaching Plymouth we plotted a
“Dad. how fur is it to the Old
is to find lifted a corner of the vail farm unrest began, voters have had as reflected in the battle for the Sen
new
return route, which took us
Man?”
the
New
Deal
and
its
policies
flung
ate.
Four
candidates
are
in
the
Reid
that shuts off those ancient days of
We learned that we had about 10 through Ashland. Holdcmess, Center
peril and achievement, when the at them night and day as the force with the stormy editor from Ash
wwaring Silent S o ftly trend
white man who adventured here which should motivate their selection land. John B. Chappie, seeking elec miles yet to go. but we were not des- Harbor, etc. Center Harbor has a
found the Indian a desperate feature of Congressmen and Senators,
tion as a Republican. John M. Cal lined to cover it that day for the fine hill for winter coasting, but alas!
to be reckoned with and survived him
Center of the great corn-hog pro- lahan is the Democratic candidate steep read had become extremely the town has a Set of hard-hearted
You can’t judge tLe safety of a
only at a memorable cost of wounds ducing States, the Middle West has and James P. Sheehan, as aspirant on slippery, Bob's Pontiac turned half | "selickmen," and a sign prohibits in 
tire by looking at it. Brand new tires
blow out just like old smooth tires
and death. Who it was that set forth had a very personal application of the me Socialist ticket. The fourth is way around hi the road, and ahead | dulgence of the time-honored winter
—because many aren’t built to stand
this story in verse, history does not Roosevelt form policies. The big senator LaFollette, out to succeed of us. on higher slopes, we could see sport.
the terrific driving strain. That’s why
On the Sandwich Range we got our
other cars in trouble. Bob, who is
record, It was the time of the ballad, drouth did not impede the fall of himself.
the wise thing is to put on Blowoutan ultra-conservative driver, immedi first glimpse of Texas longhorns.
with which the writers of England A. A. A. checks from Washington.
In Ohio, the high spot is the contest
proof Generals—the patented safety
were wont to celebrate heroic occa Another factor which has swept the between Senator Simeon D. Fess, ately announced his intention of re  They appeared to be quite at home on
tire —America’s low pressure tire—
their new pasturage.
sions, and it is to be presumed that Nfw Dpal int0 lhe forefront of issues Republican, and Vic Donahey. Dem- turning. and leaving the "Old Man" to
and the genuine Blowout-Proof Tire.
his
fate.
We
began
our
descent,
feeling
Log Cabins in (lie Pines
There’s no guesswork about General
cur local historian of the period around which Congressional candi-j ocrat. The latter, as Governor, was
IW
W
v
t
i
i
t
i
w
i
t
D ual-B alloons—they’re b u ilt for
familiar with this lengthened form dates revolve is the fact that some of ' one oj me greatest vote getters in ■as the King of France must have felt
couitd thio
With recollections of the hospitable
—HOWOUT-PROOF
on a certain historic occasion—though
safety—and will give you more safe
of verse, and with plenty of time on
the most powerful opposition in the ■the history of the State.
miles than any other tire.
skidding had not then been invented manner in which we had been enter
his hands, sought to embalm in that
Nation to the Rooseveltian creed is
tained
at
Bcarcamp
Farm,
West
Michigan has another stirring Sen
A Shivery Bus Ride
popular medium a tragedy which
Os sipee. a year ago. and the surprise
centralized here.
ate contest between a Republican indealt with his own region of the coast
Cheated out of our coveted privi we got when we found It the property
Republicans
have
urged
th
a
t
no
C
umbent,
Arthur
Vandenberg.
Grand
i
As a picture of the far-off times with
lege. we made up our mind th a t we cf a former Rockland boy. Marston
more “Roosevelt rubber stamps" be Rapids, and a stormy Democrat.
which The present is only vaguely
would at least see The Flume so we W Woodman, we headed for that vil
associated, the reader may. in "its elected to Congress, and Democrats Frank A. Picard of Saginaw, Michi
packed aboard the sightseeing bps
only tQ
{hat
Wocdman
quaint lines, encounter something have countered with the plea th a t the gan Republicans are counting upon which takes you half a mile, and then was ftt th a. mcmen[ about
kave
that shall serve to enlist his attention. President should be supported in his gaining four to six seats in the House leaves you to make the ascent afoot.
fcr
Maine.
His
wife
is
receiving
recovery efforts by the selection of of Representatives.
There were two reasons why I was treatment in Portland, and after
men friendly to his policies.
Illinois has several rapid-fire bat ■quite willing to make the change £pen{Ung & fpw
wjth hfr
STANDING BY RI D CROSS
Democratic leaders have taken a tles for Congressional seats, with the ° " e
0131 1
nOt particularl:' he planned to go on to Center Din■ a ’ l-u... ..........................? = =
The registered success of the initial lesson from war times when support fight of Congressman Fred A. Britten, care for the autocratic bus driver, and colnvUle for a ftw weeks He wiu
of
the
Chief
Executive
is
asked
as
a
Republican, to gain election to a 12th , ^ e other was that I thought we were reopen Bearcamp Farm as soon a s ' W IT H T H E SL U G G E R S ! Eddie Childs for the seventh tim e.' cutslugged the much touted Frisco
canvass in connection with the Red
I and they biffed each other in lively Dick. The latter was down three
matter
of
public
expediency.
They
term leading in Interest.
Britten j flirting with death as he drove that pc-s ible
Cross roll call for 1934 justifies the
Ponzi C ochran and Kid Jor- faihlon without either secmlng
limes for the count of nlne' It was
confidence that has ccme to be nave said almost everything but representing the 9th Chicago Dis bus full speed around the sharp
I t was now 3 p. m. and it did not
—,------i advantage.
Kid Jordan's show from start to
gain any —
real
don't
change
horses
in
the
middle
of
curves
over
a
slippery
road
th
at
would
trict,
is
opposed
by
James
McAn
reposed in the wholesome generosity
ssem that the "noonday" meal could
dan
Starred
In
Last
N
ight’s
Dizzy
Dean
of
Bangor
looked
for
a
finish,
and stamps him as a “comer.’
of Rockland's people. This canvass, the stre a m ' in the effort to hold the drew’s, Democrat, former Congress be called dangerous In any mam's longer be deferred, and Mr. Woodman
j
few
moments
as
though
he
intended
O'Brine
and Hamlin refereed the
B
oxing
Show
country.
In
some
places
we
could
huge
Democratic
Congressional
ma
man from another Illinois district, in
as previously stated, concerns itself
r.-ferred us to “The Log Cabins in the
j to make a meal of Johnny Bodman, bouts, and both are right on the job.
look
straight
down
500
feet
or
more.
jorities
and
gain
more.
whose
behalf
Postmaster
General
with preliminary visits to the busi
Pines" at Center Ossipee. This unique
Sponsored by the Veterans of the Rockland boy, but his jaw came
-----------------Had the bus gone over that declivity resort had also closed but Mrs. A
Republican attempts to gain ground Farley entered the lists,
ness section, which is to be followed
Foreign
Wars Matchmaker Hamlin in contact with one of Johnny's hayG
LENCOVE
—
and
there
were
no
railings—all
of
lost
in
the
Democratic
Presidential1
in
seven
Southern
Illinois
coal
pro
Ellery Briggs, the landlady, insisted
later by a systematic canvass of the
the King's horses and all of the that we go right into her house, where put on another successful boxing ex- makers in the second round, and he
At the Penobscot View Grange fair
residential district which will be car landslide have been as sustained and ducing counties, the New Deal has
ried on by the woman's committee as bitter, and these factors have: been made a direct issue on charges King's men could not have put the we enjoyed a most appetizing chicken hibitlon at the Rockland Athletic | wcnt down for the count.
last Friday E. B. Hall, a charter
Roving Reporter together again.
Battling Pierce of Camden nad the member, furnished a generous supply
pie dinner—to say nothing of the con- Club last night.
and of which a further announce- widened the current of public interest that the Tennessee Valley improve
The Fum e is a steep gorge through genial atmosphere
A substitution was unavoidable in
of his bout with Young Michaud of various flowers which were greatly
ment will supply details. It is a far beyond the customary "off-year” ment is taking the market away from
which a rushing torrent steadily
the
main
bout,
but
the
crowd
got
its
of
Bangor.
The latter was quite appreciated.
We
came
back
into
Maine
through
Illinois coal.
worthy obligation in which it is the level.
comes. If we had not seen colorful '.he town of Porter, stopping oftly in money's worth in that and all the groggy in the last inning, but was on
privilege of every citizen to share.
In the background of the fight beOther Republican Senate stalwarts
Ausable Chasm in upper New York Westbrcok, long enough to make a i other engagements. The eleventh his Ph's when the bell sounded to end
American Red Cross membership
tween the two old line parties is a Hal- , frOm the Middle West who are seekState,
we would probably hate been ca,j at the honw of
M Eugley. hour choice of an opponent for the scrap.
dollars
are still keeping the promise
loween
goblin
of
the
possibility
of
a
1
jng
to
remain
in
the
Senate
include
IVHAT ABOUT THE ELMS?
more deeply impressed. But the NewPor.zi Cochran of Thomaston was made to American men who went to
third party emerging from the Nov Arthur R. Robinson of Indiana, op- Hampshire show is a good one. and To our regret the family was o u t.! Young Audet was Tommy Reagan of
Mr. Eugley is manager of a West- Bangor, who. according to his mana- in rare form last night and four times war. You as a member are still
We have seen no recent allusion to 6 balloting
posed by Sherman Minton, Democrat. well worth the trip.
brook Theatre, a property owner, and gcr. had not been in the ring since sent Goldcoast Ournier to the mat ministering to the needs of those for
the Dutch elm disease which a few
Progressive party candidates are in
Nebraska Representative E. R
Our First V*ew of Longhorns
accounted one of the leading citizens, last May. Reagan has all the ear- for the count of nine. Goldcoast had whom the war has not yet ended;
months ago was reported as having the lists in Wisconsin and in Illinois t Burke of Omaha, Democrat, and RobThere
are numerous signs for the
Home seasonably after a trip of 475 marks of a good boxer, but was mainly plenty of spunk and needed all of It ycu are helping his family, his chilinvaded a large area in New York and they are well known, seasoned , ert q , Simmons of Lincoln, Repubpurpose
of
enlightening
the
touris'
miles,
which, minus the blizzard, had on the defense with the fast and to stand the lacing Cochran gave dren; and through your membership
and adjoining states, with the intima l campaigners. Senator Robert M. La Kean, are contesting for the State's
and I stopped to copy one of them been thoroughly enjoyed, and which. shifty Audet. When he did hit. how- him.
you are also serving all American sailtion that unless checked the disease Follette. out for re-election, is the I
beside Senator George W. Norris
■as all such trips do. had considerably ever. Audet learned what it is like to
It read:
'
The Waldoboro contingent was de- ors at sea and all soldiers, marines or
would spread over a great range. Our ghief standard bearer of the party m o f as great interest to Nebraska
"At the time of the ice sheet, about increased our stock of knowledge.
get on the under side of a pile-driver. lighted with the improved showing coast guardsmen wherever their parts
own region of New England is so Wisconsin. In Illinois, another in- voters is a plan for a one-house
25.000 years ago. an enormous toul(The End)
In the opener Percy Porter met made by Kid Jordan, who completely or posts may be.
widely covered with this noble tree gvmbgm Walter Nesbit, Democratic Legislature, advanced by Norris who
th a t any invasion of this character congressman-at-Large, seeks election is stumping the State for it, terming
would contain a grave threat. It is on a different party ticket. Nesbit Is it his “last fight.’
easy to recall with what violenc
no long time ago New England was at
W INTER H A Z A R D S
RED C R O S S N O TES
tacked in similar fashion by the cater
pillar whose unwholesome identity is
not recalled, a deadly creature, and A s A pplied To the M otorist
One American out of every five was
how our own communities suffered,
— T h e Use of Calcium helped by the Red Cross in the last
in particlular the sad spectacle pre
five years of drought, disaster, unem 
C hloride
sented by Thomaston's chief thorough
ployment, and increased needs of exfare. with its noble arcade of elms
The approach of fall and winter service men. At least one American
stripped to the bark. Happily in tla; brings to the mind of the motorist out of every five ought to pay the
instance there was recovery, but this and the highway official the grave dollar membership fee in the annual
new peril, they tell us. is of the sort traffic hazard of icy pavements. | Roll Call which begins on Armistice
th a t the tree once attacked is done Under certain weather conditions Day.
for. A diseased tree cannot be treat- many miles of streets and highways '
• • • •
ed; it must be removed and burned, ate ap t to become quickly coated
This State may win the memberlest the attacking beetle paves on with ice ar.d this condition has beer, ship banner a t the Red Cross conthe disease.
productive of many serious and fatal vention in Washington next spring.
-----------------accidents. The property loss from Nevada won it last year, with a memcollisions and the loss of time to the bership of 7.9 percent for the state
FOR THE CHILDREN'S SAKE
, metorist due to the necessary slow if this city does better than th at the
The Boston licensing board has driving cn icy roads are also matters ' state may too, and the banner may
go to our delegates in 1935.
many problems to face in its dealings
vital Public concern,
with the liquor question, which is I " connection with this problem, a I
"I can be counted on to ioster
true of any licensing board, no less j recently published report by the
than with the individual. This time Maintenance Committee of tlie High- and aid in every way in my power the
it is the candy store and the beer Rai Research Board is of timely in- great work your organization (The
parlor, which the board declares it | 'crest
This report represents the American Red Cross) must carry on." ■
will refuse to include under one study of a group of highway engineers —President Roosevelt, Can you be
license when the present license ever a period of three years involving counted on too?
expires at the end of the year. Several both laboratory and field observa
Public health nursing instruction
such establishments now sell then- tions and designed to develop infor
beer upon one side and candies, soda mation as to the best methods for in nutrition and home hygiene, and
first aid and life saving courses make
and ice cream upon the other side, treating icy pavements.
T he findings of this committee in up the health conservation program
which children frequent and thereby
have their eyes treated to the tjrink- dicate that the most effective treat of the American Red Cross. Mem
ing scenes close at hand. What ment consists of the use of a mixture berships signed up in the annual Roll
success may attend this form of of calcium chloride with cither sand Call campaign finance tnase con
separation one can only guess at or cinders, spread over the icy sur- structive health measures.
• • • a
Wherever liquor is sold at all the face. The presence of calcium chlor
ide
creates
a
chemical
thawing
of
the
Disaster
relief
is recognized every
rights exf the child come in for only
icy
surface
which
is
sufficient
to
em
where
as
the
responsibility
of the i
the slightest recognition. It always
has been so, and always will be, until bed the sand or cinders and prevent American Red Cross. Communities
which were afflicted in past years,
such time as an aroused public shall skidding.
Sand or cinders applied without those w-hich may be stricken in 1935
find its wholesale return to a platform
of effectual repression upon which it calcium chloride are apt to be quickly recognize'the need for funds for the
O U n e e d e x t r a lu b r ic a tio n fo r fa s te r s ta r tin g .
blown from the surface of the road great rehabilitation program of the
turned its back with repeal.
by winds and the suction of cars. It Red Cross. Your membership dollar j
A n d t h a t’s w h a t y o u g e t in T y d o l G a s o lin e . It
lias been found th a t cinders are will give you a part in the work.
CARE IN HINTING
• • • •
i preferable to sand on account of their
a c tu a lly c o n ta in s a c o ld -p r o o f lu b r ic a n t th a t s p r e a d s
The letters A.R.C. stand for Ameri
black color and angular shape which
Fish and game commissioner Stobie
Proved by B yrd
a p o s itiv e “ film o f p r o te c tio n ” o v e r c o ld , d ry , u p p e r
promotes more ready embedding of can Red Cross. They stand also for
hopes for support in his pica for a
Annual Roll Call. Let us make them J
the
abrasive
in
the
ice.
a t 6 0 ° b elow
wider display of care upon the part of
m o to r p a r ts. T h e y a r e e a s e d in to q u ic k e r , s a fe r
Tlie information developed in this mean th a t in this community All j
game hunters than marred the record
Every p la n e , tr a c to r and
report will be very useful to highway Residents Contribute.
of 1933. which saw thirteen persons
a c t i o n . . . Y o u a r e o ff to a fa s te r s t a r t . . . a p r o te c te d
• • • »
m otor sledge ever used by
engineers and officials throughout the
killed and sixteen others wounded.
Admiral Byrd in Ills Antarctic
Pre-eminently the Red Cross be
northern states and it is believed that
sta r t th a t s a v e s y o u tim e , tr o u b le a n d m o n e y .
Since the present hunting season
Expeditions has been powered
public opinion will demand a grow lieves in people. It sees them a t their
opened one person has been killed
by Tydol Gasoline and pro
ing recognition on the p art of such finest and best, in the times of
and two wounded. Maine continues
tected with Veedol Motor Oil.
officials cf the necessity for increas tragedy when human nature rises to
B u y T r ip le “ X ” T y d o l, th e g a s o lin e th a t lu b r ic a te s
to be a popular hunting ground, but
ing and extending safety provisions its highest level of unselfishness and j
in the face of all recommended regu
endurance. Because of this contact
on icy roadways.
at n o e x tr a c o s t .
lations of the sport the death toll ha.>
the Red Cross waits and works for the
“ ASK T H E M AN
continued each season to register
Temperature for November will be time when people will be as generous
AT T H E P U M P ”
regretted figures. “You never can
Tide Water Oil Company . . . 27 Main St., South Portland
te ll a b o u t h u n tin g accidents." th e | n o rm a l t0 below'. w ith th e P « c ip lta - ail the time as they are some of the
time.
commissioner says. “Just when we tion normal to above. The last half
• • . •
begin to feel good about it something of the month, according to Sam Mor The four arms of the Red Cross
generally happens; reports come in rill, Lewiston weather prophet, will be point to all corners of th e earth,
\TA N T STARTING
from all parts of the state of people the warmest. Two storm periods are showing th a t under this symbol East
killed or injured by the accidental forecast, the first, which will be the and West are one. North and South
ANT LUBRICATION
discharge of guns or persons shot in worst of the two. if there is any dif- are kin; national boundaries melt,
mistake for game.” I t is an old story ference. will be from the 9th to the away, religious differences disappear,
A T N O E X T R A CO ST
w hich c a n be revised o n l\ by the c are  15th; and the second from the 22nd and under this sign all men are
fu l going of th e individu al sportsm en to the 28th.
brothers.
I know th a t if this earthly tent of
mine is taken down, X get a home
from God, made by no human hands,
eternal in the heavens.—II. Cor. 5:1.

T O BE SAFE

GENERALS!

B

GOLDEN SHELL SUPER-SERVICE STATION
140 PARK ST.

Boy, we sure got away

like greasedlightnin

Y

TEL 8004

ROCKLAND, ME.

Greased lightnin
is right !
Tydol is lubricated!

Every-O ther-D dy
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Chase who have
Bowdoin College will observe
been at the Chase Farm for the sum- Alumni Day Nov. Io.
mer, have reopened their residence at
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sunshine Society will meet Mon
Nov. 5-11—American Education Week 45 Talbot avenue.
Nov. 8—Public Auction-Contract party
day
afternoon at the Central Maine
at Bok Nurses Home for Citizens' Civic
Committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jalo Ranti, Mr. and club room.
Nov 8—Public card party benefit Citi
zens' Olvlc Committee. Bok Nurses Home. Mrs. Elmer Starr and Mr. and Mrs
Nov.
wov 9—Rubinstein
»—KUDinstein Club
Club meets
meets.
H enrv K nnti left Frirlnv for deeJames H. Gray of the permanent
Nov B-10 — R o c k p o rt-B a p tist Young n e ; u > tvonii leu r r a a y ior, oee.
Peoples’ Conference of Lincoln-Damaris hunting in Washington County.
fire departm ent has moved from
cotta Association.
Lake avenue to Rockland street.
Nov. 11—Red Cross roll call starts.
Nov. 12—Armistice Day observance
William Cothup of Dorchester,
Dec 13-14—Senior play, Cat o' Nine
Tails,'' at High School auditorium.
S. T. Constantine has returned from
Mass., has bought the Martha Coombs
Nov, 15—Meeting of Baptist Men's
property at Lincolnville Beach and Swan's Island and vicinity where he
League.
Nov. 21—Annual Methodist Pair.
Nov. 29-38—Thanksgiving recess for will reside there. The real estate has been for several weeks on busi
schools.
was transferred through Freeman S. ness.
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
Young's agency.
Claremont Commandery, K. T., will
The Fourth Council meeting. De
hold a stated conclave Monday night.
Coach Sezaks “war relics" erst partment of Maine, United Spanish
while known as the Rockland High War Veterans' Auxiliary, meets S un
Tlie S.eeper Bible Class will meet gciiool football team, are playing in day at 2 p. m. in Legion Hah.
with Mrs. A. B. Norton next Monday. Oardlner thls afternoon, not very enRuth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., will be
A well baby cli^T w ill be held Mon- thusiastlc over the result' but d(>inspected Monday night by Villa Cars
day afternoon at Red Cross rooms. tennlned t0 make the best showln*
well of Waterville. Supper will be in
corner of Union-Willow streets, 2 to Posslblecharge of Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs.
4 o'clock.
. .
.
.
.
_____
| Yesterday was pay day at the Long Priscilla Smith.
The Dollar Day refrigerator num  Cove granite plant, and in a sense an
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
ber this week is 12,613. Holder should unwelcome one for it marked the day night with supper at 6.15. There
close of the season's employment
telephone 860.
there. It had been hoped to get an- will be an afternoon card party, play
Mrs Jessie Achorn and Mrs. Regina , ether cargo away, but orders from beginning at 2.30, with Mrs. S. Helen
Wincapaw won the Halloween prizes | New York caused a suspension of ac- Paladino in charge.

TALK O F THE TOW N

at the Spanish Villa Skating Rink. , tivities.
The Courier-Gazette is now being
Joseph Hamlin, a well known railsold by Shirley D. Barbour a t his road worker is sticking pretty close to
store, corner Main and Rankin his home at 55 Gay street these days,
streets.
.
undergoing the discomforts which ac------[crue from a man's sized carbuncle.
A public card party will be given Hc would be well pleased to have some
the afternoon and evening of Nov. 8 of his fellow railroad men, or other
at the Bok Home for Nurses, benefit (friends, call.
of Citizens' Civic committee
j
_____
------Ralph Jewell of Hope was before
L. A Maddocks has a crew of fine Recorder Otis Wednesday, charged
painters at work on the Methodist Wlth the larceny of a dog, but was
Church and with the completion of promptly acquitted when the testithat job will start work on the Uni- lnony showed that he possessed the
versalist Church.
purp through purchase. County At_
„
__torney Burrows appeared for the State
The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co
,
f
,
,located
- j at 491 Mam street iin -n.,,
The and Tirrell for the respondent,
Bicknell, is now being operated by
Archie Lane, an expert shoe repairer
.. .
of many years' experience. M r Lane
has been conducting a shop at Northeast Harbor with a large trade in
local^nd domestic work.
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Eighteen cords of unsawed wood
are decorating the southern border
of
Com
premis£&

IN TH E
CHURCHES

Despite the inclement weather the
fair conducted Thursday by Edwin
Libby Relief Corps tvas successful, a
neat sum being realized for the treas
ury. Many attractive and useful
articles were on sale. Mrs. Ella Flye
was in charge of the supper. It was
voted to omit the meeting of Nov. 8,
owing to the annual meeting of the
Past Presidents’ Association. The
next will be Nov. 15. with Mrs. Etta
Covel in charge of supper.
Visitors at the Town farm this week
were Mrs. Minnie Rogers and daugh
ter Ruth. Mrs. Richards. Miss Britt,
Mrs. Hayward. Mrs. Ludwig, Mrs. Dow,
Mrs. Crane, Mrs. Ida Simmons, all of
Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs. Will

Rev. Frederic H. Young of Dixfield
will preach at the Sunday morning
service of the Congregational Church
at 10 30, subject, "Subways and Sky
ways." Music by the church choir.
The Sunday School will meet at noon.'
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) I
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate ,
for the Sunday within the Octave o f '
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Boston and All Saints; Roly Communion at 7.30;
Round Pond is to preach at the Uni- church school at 9 30; Choral Euch
versalist Church Sunday at 10.45. arist and sermon a t 10.30; vespers at
The opportunity to hear him will be 7.30.
welcomed by many.
• • • •
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Boston
Members of Anderson Camp and
and Round Pond will occupy the pul
Auxiliary are invited to attend sup
pit at the Universalist Church Sun
per and installation of the Camp and
day at 10.45. The quartet will sing j
Auxiliary at Coopers Mills Tuesday
the anthems "Praise the Lord," j
evening. Supper will be served from I
Smart and "Bless the Lord. O My |
6 to 7.
Soul," a capella number by Ivanof
Church
school a t noon.
American Legion Auxiliary is in 
• • • •
vited to attend the reception to be
At First Church of Christ, Scien
given to Mrs. Grace Sthen, S tate
president, Tuesday at 8 p. m. at the tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
Chamber of Commerce rooms, Port-* streets, Sunday services are at 10 30
and the subject of the Lesson-ser
land.
mon tomorrow will be "Everlasting
The board of directors of the Home Punishment." Sunday School is at
for Aged Women will meet Wednes 1145. Wednesday evening testi
day at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Frank mony meeting is at 7.30. The read
Fuller. Talbot avenue. A full atten d  ing room is located at 409 Main
ance is imperative, due to important street, and is epen week days from
2 until 5 p. m.
business.

|! body who would like to board and
room a t the county's expense during
the winter can also have free use of
Attractions at"su ?n d Theatre next 0115 °l* n air Rm nasium . Just at
week are Sunday and Monday. "Lady Prp'^ nt the J* 1 P o t i o n consists of
The Sacrament of the Lord's Sup
Graham Hills who has been with
By Choice," with Carole Lombard and °n'y threc mcn who are
kept the Geodetic Survey in Ellsworth and Jper will be observed at the Sunday
Mae Robson; Tuesday. Wednesday. ( busy In another manner.
Machias, came from the latter point j morning service a t the Pratt Memo
yesterday, and today is leaving for j rial Methodist Church. The vested
and Thursday. "Barretts of Wimpole
The November term of Superior
Elizabeth City, N. C., where the Sur- j choir under the direction of Mrs. |
Street," with Norma Shearer and
Court convenes next Tuesday, and
vey will be next stationed, later going j Kathleen Marston will render special
Charles Laughton; Friday and Satover by
urday "I Sell Anything." with
, Justlce Gcorpe L. Emery of Biddc. to Jacksonville. Enroute Mr. Hills j music. Leonard M. Dearden will pre
will have a short stop in Washington. side at the organ. The church
O'Brien.
ford. The docket contains more than
school will meet a t the noon hour.
D. C.
Shirley D. Barbour has bought the » »
entries, whlch ™ ” d
There are live classes for all age
stock and good will of the confection- ar*ue a term of more than normal
Dorothy Tibbetts and Sonia Corner groups. At 6.15 there will be a wide
ery and light grocery store a t the > « * h ™ ” appea>cd
pupils of Elise Allen Corner of the awake Epworth League service for
corner of Main and Rankin street.
lrom
Municipal School of the Dance, entertained at young people. "Entering the Confes
formerly operated by the late C. C I
and
p;rsons are,
Lincoln Academy Wednesday night In sional” will be the subject of the pas
Walker Mr Barbour has enlarged
action of the grand jury. The a Library benefit. They presented tor's sermon at the evening worship
the stock and plans to make further
U of about the u4ual toe and acrobatic dances. These hour. This service starts with a
additions as time goes'on. Hc sells slze'
_____
dainty dancers also presented num  "hymn sing" a t 7.15. There is always
The Courier-Gazette and will soon Friends Of William Donovan, for- bers at Friday's Rotary meeting, on a cordial welcome awaiting all who
have papers and periodicals of a ll! mer Thomaston boy. will learn with Nov. 10 they will be seen at the Town attend these services.
• • • •
kinds.
much satisfaction that he has fully hall at Union and Nov. 15 at the
The speaker at the Littlefield Me
------..
recovered from his serious illness and Damariscotta theatre. Mrs. Corner
morial Church will be Rev. John
Steamer North Haven is on the m a- . . . . . . .
„
.
, is feeling “good as new." He was in has engaged a professional dancer
Quigg of North Sedgwick. His morn
rine railway a t Snow s being put into ,
, ,
.
,
,
.
,
. , charge of the press service at Newport. from New York as assistant, and she
ing subject will be "The Way to God."
condition for the arduous winter
J
-ii.
B- during the cup races, and is now will arrive within two weeks. More
ahd his evening theme “Christ's
duties ahead. Steamer Vinalhaven i s .
,
r
..
.
...
, k . doing sales work for the Western than 160 pupils are now enrolled in
Challenge." Mr. Quigg will sing a
on the route meantime. During the
5
her
dancing
classes.
extraordinary ice conditions of last | Union, in the Boston office. Billy has
solo at the morning service and Mrs.
winter the North Haven proved her- handled some ° f the Western Union's
Knox County's first serious auto Grace Fish and Frank Gregory will
self an extremely able winter boat. most important tasks, including the
^ ig a duet. In the evening Miss
mobile accident for November came
and though the management expects, handling of the press service when
at dusk Thursday when William F. Blanche Gray will sing a solo and
no such embargo this winter they Charles E. Hughes was making his
Tibbetts, 144 Union street, was struck Miss Vivian Chaples will play a zylowish the boat prepared for any con- , presidential campaign. He came to
by an automobile operated by H. A. phor.e solo. Junior Church will meet
Rockland with Mr. Hughes on that
tingency.
Small of Camden. The accident oc at 10.30; Sunday school at 11.5 with
_____
memorable occasion.
curred on Main street a t Warren a class for all ages; The Crusaders
The Friday noon luncheon hour of
------street
with several cars approaching. at 3 p. m. and the Christian Endeav
the local Rotary Club had a note of
A new series of sermons is to be
or societies at 6 15. Abbie Sanderson
color let into it through an exhibition ' given at the First Baptist Church be- The victim was taken to Knox Hos
Guild will meet in the vestry on
pital
where
he
was
reported
fairly
by two of the juvenile pupils of Mrs. (ginning Sunday evening. The gencomfortable this morning though Monday evening at 7 30 and at 7.30
Elise Corner's dancing classes—Doro- Jcral theme is to be “Messages From
on Tuesday evening will be the
thy Tibbetts and Sonia Corner. T he| the Young People of the Bible to the x-rays have not as yet been made.
Hc has a fractured right leg. possible weekly prayer meeting.
graceful young misses were exceed Young People of Rockland." Follow
• • • •
fracture of the right arm and numer
ingly clever in their demonstration of ing are the subjects for each evening:
"The
Right
and
the Wrong Way,"
ous cuts and bruises. Mr. Tibbetts
solo figures, and were warmly ap Nov. 4. “A Young Man Who Went
will
be
the
communion
meditation at
has been very active for a man of 75,
plauded by the semi-elderly members From Subject to Ruler;' Nov. 11. “A
being a familiar figure astride his the First Baptist Church Sunday
of the club, who observing the grace Young Woman Who Went From
bicycle, a rider of over 50 years’ ex morning. The choir will sing “The
of this juvenile execution, felt the Want to Plenty;" Nov. 18. “A Young
perience. He is in the coal business Lord is My Light," Merchant, and
mind run back to their own far-off j Man who Went From Blindness to
and
a former U. S. Shipping Com “Into the woods my Master went,"
days of dancing, and the general 1sight;” Nov. 25. "A Young Man Who
Nevins. The church school will meet
missioner.
clumsiness of their achievements in Went From Obscurity to Fame." A
at noon In which live classes will dis
the terpsichorean arena.
chorus of 30 young people will sing
BORN
cuss living, vital topics. The EnRockland. Oct 31. to Mr.
at these services. A "big sing" as MOSHER—At
deavorer's Inspiration Hour will ope;i
and
Mrs.
Carl
F.
Mosher
a
son.
Arthur
President Homer E. Robinson of
sisted by the organ, violin and Leigh.
at 6 o'clock, at which time some
the First National Bank of Rockland |
and chorus will add inspiration to
CARD OF THANKS
friends will drop in to ask the min
has returned from Washington, D. C..
The Willing Workers of Appleton wi‘h
each program.
to th an k everyone who helped in any ister some questions. The people's in 
where, accompanied by Mrs. Robin
way to make the Harvest Home the de formal evening service will open at
son, he attended the convention of
King Hiram's Council. R &S M . cided success it was.
7.15 with the prelude and big sing
the American Bankers' Association. held its most important meeting of
CARD OF THANKS
assisted by organ, piano, violin and
The only others in attendance from
In
appreciation
of
the
many
remem
the year last night with more than brances of sympathy from the friends of
young people’s chorus. The chorus
this section were Leon Dodge and Mr.
150 present inclusive of visitors from the late Mrs. Gillis of T enant’s Harbor
both her family and husband desire to will sing "Onward Christian Sol
and Mrs. Ellis W. Nash of the Dam
other Councils. The occasion was the express their sincere thanks for their
diers," Jude, and the quartet will sing
ariscotta Bank. The total attendance
official inspection by the grand prin kindness.
J. WILLIAM GILLIS
was between 4000 and 5000. and when
“What a Friend we have In Jesus."
T en an t’s Harbor.
cipal conductor of work Benjamin C.
the convention was addressed by
Petrie. Mr. MacDonald will begin a
Kent. Among the other prominent
RESOLUTIONS
President Roosevelt in Constitution
Whereas, our beloved sister and Worthy series of sermons on the subject
visitors were Thomas H. Hooper, G. S.
Hall, Continental Hall was necessary
Past Master. Adella F. Veazic has been "Messages From the Young People of
of Portland, Allen C. Curtis. G. M. of called from her earthly life and
to accommodate the overflow. The
Whereas. Sister Veazie has served our the Bible to the Young People of
C.. of Belfast, Past Illustrious Grand Grange
for many years, and in several
Maine delegates went via the Bear
Master Charles Cameron of the capacities, gaining the esteem cf all our Rockland." opening with "A Young
Mountain Bridge and Gettysburg,
members.
Man Who Went From Subject to
Canal Zone, and Past Illustrious
Be it resolved. That Pleasant Valley
and returning spent two days in New
No. 274, feels th a t It has sus Ruler." Men's prayer meeting will be
Grand Master Arthur C. Landers of Grange.
tained a real loss in the death of Sister
York.
held in the corner building Tuesday
Gardiner. The degrees were con Adclla Veazie. and
Resolved that our Grange records its
,1
ferred upon John D. Chapman. L. A. appreciation of the remarkable talents at noon. The happy prayer and
Ten bucks will be given with every
our departed sister, of her willing use praise meeting Tuesday evening at
Walker and George C. Sar.dner of of
of those talents in the service of the
ten cent purchase all next week at
Rockland: Otis M. Ober of Northeast Grange, and of her wise counsel and 7.15. The glad hand Is extended to
Perry's Market.—adv.
cheerful wholesome influence.
Harbor, and George C. Hopkins of
Be it further Resolved. T hat these all who attend these services.
resolutions be published In The CourierCamden.
Supper
was
served
under
Park your car under cover, day or
Gazette and spread upon our records and
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Mon-1
a t a copy be sent o relatives of Sister
evening for 25c. Fireproof Garage, the direction of J. E. Stevens, with th
Veazie.
day
night in G.A.R. hall; supper at 6 ‘
the
assistance
of
lh
e
O.ES.
A
nice
In Faith. Hope and Charity and with
Rockland.
117-tf
Fidelity
Lizzie French and (Priscilla Smith
turkey supper.
F. L. S. Morse. E. A. Sprague. Jesse A.
will have charge. It.will be inspection
Telman. Committee on Resolutions.
A public card party, auction and
night. Mrs. Villa Caswell of W ater
Ten bucks will be given with every
contract, will be given afternoon and
ville is the department inspecting
evening of Nov. 8 at the Bok Home ten cent purchase all next week at
1855
1934
officer and will have with her the de
for Nurses, the proceeds to be devoted Perry’s Market.—adv.
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
partment president Mf.ta K. T.’ilson
to the relief work of the Citizens Civic
Committee. Excellent prizes and a
of Portland. Officers are requested to
Waldoboro, Me.
Inside parking for your car day or
truly worthwhile cause. Adm. 35 evening, 25c Fireproof Oarage. RockArtistic Memorials in Stone wear white; other guests have been
cents—adv.
129*134 iSTra.
117-tf j -----------------------------ISfldL Invited to the meeting.

Tlie statement made by this paper, j Anderson Camp, Sons of Union
Johnson, Mrs. C. J. Achorn and son
Donald and Roy Ralph of Orff's Cor in connection with the closing of the Veterans, and Auxiliary, will hold a
ner.
cement plant, that the State formerly Joint installation Wednesday evening,
At Springbrook Hill. Camden, bought 60 per cent of the product with th ; Camp ar.d Aulllary of Bel
Thursday there was a hearing on land should have read that 60 per cent was fast invited. Mrs. Sarah Salter, de
damage condemnation proceedings sold in this State. While the Staetj partment chaplain, will install the
auxiliary officers and Byron Salter,
Among those present were Col. Farns
formerly did buy from the Thomas-j
department commander, will officiate
worth and Paul Thurston of the State
Highway Commission; E. W. Axtell, ton plant all of the cement used in for the Camp. Supper will be in
construction engineer; and the chair highway construction, the PWA r.ow charge of Mrs. Ella Flye, Mrs. Emma
man of the Knox County Commis specifies th a t the purchasing power Hall. Mrs. Mary Jordan and Mrs. Car
sioners, Mary Perry Rioh; Adin Hop shall be in the hands of the contrac rie Winchenbaugh, with Mrs. Doris
kins and Foy W. Brown. This joint tors insytead of the State. Plant Ames. Miss Mary Sylvester, Mrs.
board awarded land damages to Manager Sonntag states th a t the Amelia Carter, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray
Rachel C. Evans, the property own Lawrence Company has on hand and Mrs. Anastasia Harmon in charge
ers' interests being represented by 232,492 barrels of cement, or enough of the dining room. There will also
Judge Z. M. Dwinal involving about to fill 829,968 sacks. The lime plant, be a card party in the afternoon, with
a quarter of an acre frontage, ad which will continue In operation em Mrs. Jordan as hostess, play to begin
at 2 o'clock.
ploys 40 or 45 men.
•
joining Thomas Graham's property.
=

TH E

C H A LLE N G E R

G A SIF Y IN G OIL HEATING E Q U IP M E N T
FULLY GUARANTEED

S E E F U E L O IL
C H A N G E D T O G A S!

W itn e s s T h is A m a zin g
O il-G a s ify in g H o m e
H e a tin g D e m o n s tra tio n
JU D G E FO R Y O U R S E L F IT S A B SO L U T E
S A F E T Y - I T S E C O N O M Y -I T S S IL E N C E
A N D IT S U TT ER S IM P L IC IT Y !

T O , SfiTURDDY, NOVEMBER 3
FROM 1 0

A.

M . T O 1 0 P . M.

AT 402 MAIN STREET, OPPOSITE PARAMOUNT GRILL
D U R IN G THE D E M O N S T R A T IO N L O O K A N D A SK FOR
THESE FEATURES F O U N D O N L Y IN THE CHALLENGER

1.

E C O N O M Y —The carbureting chamber,
scientifically constructed, mixes th e proper pro
portion of air and oil gases, thereby entirely elimi
n a tin g waste.
2 . SILENCE —Because it is not necessary to
force air and oil in to the com bustion chamber
u n d er high pressure, roars and o th er objection
able noises have been done away w ith. ,

THE

3 . SAFETY —The patented features make it
possible to do away entirely w ith electrical igni
tion, thereby assuring absolute safety.

I.

S IM P L IC IT Y —The u n iq u e engineering
principles employed permit th e complete elim i
nation of pum ps, large m otors, nozzles and
other m echanical devices which m ay get out of
order.

CHALLENGER

CHALLENGES!

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THURSTON OIL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 127

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR KNOX COUNTY

P. 0. BOX 452

E very-O ther-D ay
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entr tp a y lst with the serving. A
great addition to the party was two
Several from this town attended birthday cakes prettily decorated for
the Monday evening performance of Gloria Haskell, it being that young
"Time,” the new play by Adelyn lady's eighth birthday anniversary.
10
II
b 7
1 2 3 4
V
Miss M Grace Walker entertained
Bushnell, at Watts hall. Thomaston,
Points of Personal In
under auspices of the Nursing Associ at dinner Wednesday the "Jolly Five”
terest to Every Motorist
13
I1
which includes besides Miss Walker,
ation.
0
by
Mrs. Mabel Mills Mrs Abbie Stick
Mrs.
R.
E.
Cutting
has
returned
lb
15
14
Frederick C. Russell
ney, Mrs. Lizzie Thomas and Mrs.
from several days' trip into NovaLaura Brackett.
A National Motor Authority
Scotia with her son Edward C. Cut
19
18
17
The sale Tuesday afternoon spon
(Copyrighted!
ting of South Portland. They also
sored by the Woman's Club which
.a.
£(
visited Mr. and Mrs Daniel Arm
2,0
42
45
will be held at the Town hall, will
strong in Moncton.
V
Y
Y
V
open at 3 in the afternoon. Cooked
1
27
Even with worm drive it’s still hard front wheels, but the average driver
24
2b
25
Sunday morning the sermon topic food, vegetables, aprons, and a few
will
do
well
to
follow
his
usual
custom
• to wiggle through traffic.
at the Congregational Church will be pjeces 0( embroidery will be sold.
cfslow .njd wn lor tur..s. "Gunning ' The Bible and Assurance.” followed
30
31
16
For these who attend the fair and
Goes Against The Rules
knt? action cars around turns is by the regular communion. The eve
j
wish
to
remain
for
the
November
{ Whenever trying to nail down some successful in the hands cf those who
I 3S
32
ning services will be in Union with meeting in the evening, light lunches
special trouble one mechanic of long know how. but it prcbably will take
the Baptist Church. Rev. Howard A. of sandwiches and hot tea will be
W
standing tells me that he always con some time to get on to the idea. It
3b
i4
35
Welch, speaker.
served The committee in charge of
siders possible exceptions to rules. By makes a difference on turns whether
Mrs. Etta Hutchinson and son the sale Mrs Mabel Peabody, Mrs
this method he often succeeds in fall the car also happens to be equipped
57
36 i $
ing into welcome solutions and in with a side-sway eliminator. Some Henry Hutchinson spent last week Anna Starrett. Mrs Laura Starrett
NW
and Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. At the
h4 w
winning a reputation as a sm art drivers claim that turns are most end at Friendship, guests of Mr. and
41
43
41
evening meeting, Frank Rowe will
Mrs.
Henry
Carmen,
also
calling
on
service man. On? of his unorthodox effectively made by going from the
w
KW
w ;
speak following the business meeting.
stunts is to make a change in the high outside of a curve to the inside, other relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
4t>
46
47
Musical numbers on the program fea
Carmen,
Charles
Haskell.
Frank
Car
i speea adjustm ent of a carburetor whenever this is possible.
ture
piano
selections
by
Miss
Katheman. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G reen
when he is seeking merely a different
4^
Is This Your Error?
law. Bert Greenlaw, Mrs Florence ryn Peabody and Miss Mary Trone.
'' •(
kind of idling performance. One
I notice that when I am overtaking Hall. Mrs. Frances Taylor, Mrs. John pupils of Mrs. Nettie Vinal. Host
adjustment is not supposed to affect
another car more than the necessary Foster, Ernest Foster and Edmund esses for the evening are Mrs. Belle
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
the other and, as a matter of fact, it
Walker and Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert.
11-Amusement
39- Scieqce (abbr.)
space is provided between the other Johnson.
1-Making evident
seldom does. But occa ionally a
15- Short gaiters
40- A tree
12- Gains
Elmer Jameson Jr motored last
car ar.d mine when I cut back into
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin mo
carburetor is designed in such a way
16-Guids
41- Bone (Lat.)
13- Grades
week
to
South
Manchester.
Conn.,
ac
line again. This is due to the habit tored Sunday to Orono where they
19-A Spanish title
42- Rub out
14- No good (slang)
that there is a oertain degree of in
of overlooking that in overtaking a visited their son Richard who is a t companied by his mother Mrs Nettie
45-That is (Lat., abbr.) 21-The (Fr.)
15- A bristle (Surg.)
terrelation between the two. just
j Jameson who is the guest this week
16- A city thoroughfare 46-Eulogietic memoir 24- Segment
car mine travels much faster. This tending University of Maine.
enough so th a t the only way to ob
25- Use needle and
47-Msture
(abbr.)
j of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson.
would be unimportant were it not
thread
49-Self-veliant
tain maximum results from one is
17-Aged
Levi Bucklin and Miss Eva Bucklin ! He returned home Tuesday,
for the fact that so many motorists
26- Fondle
18- Mineral spring
to tamper with the other.
motored
last
Saturday
to
Waldoboro
The
Social
Club
met
Thursday
aft29- Unfastena
who do the same thing m n the risk
19- Sainte (abbr.)
VERTICAL
These .Are Great Cars
30- A long shaft with a
20- Pronoun
of colliding with approaching traffic with Miss Edith Lenfest and William ern0On at the home of Mrs Mildred
spear head
22- Consume
One of the encouraging trends in because they fear they may be cutting Lenfest of Thomaston, and called on j Gammon.
31- Recent
1- Sects
23- Alcoholic beverage
Adelbert
Benner.
The
neat
little
sum
of
$18
was
netmotordom is the passing of the use mto line too close to the car behind
2- Large bird
33-Make smaller
24- Tormenta
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Norwood ted a t the Thursday evening party | 27- Snare
36-Foreigner
3- Mister (abbr.)
of tricks in proving the stam ina of j since the rear view mirror does not
38-Proceedinga (abbr.)
4- Unlt
28- Sounds
cars. A few years ago it was com- ■reveal the position of the car being spent two days last week in Portland : sponsored by the Congregational La5- Provlnce of Canada 42-Fairy
30-Giri's name
Ralph Crockett has had the town dies' Circle a t the chapel preceded by
mon to use special gear ratios for overtaken there is a tendency to
43- Paat
(abbr.)
32- Large monkey
water
piped
into
his
house.
;
a
boiled
dinner,
served
by
Mrs.
Edna
high speed, long distance runs so as allow it more than the legal or logical
44- 0 ffer
6- Gives pleasure
33- Tardier
Plans are being made for a sale of Moore. Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs.
46- Th* (Sp.)
7-A rodent
to cut down engine speed to 3000 space.
34- Technical (abbr.)
47- Smalleat State in
8- Partlcle
aprons, candy and cooked food at Jessie Walker. Mrs. Adelaide Nor
35- Lair »
r.p.m. or even less. Many perform
What! No Ash Receiver?
U. S. (abbr.)
9- Half a score
35-lndefin!te
article
wood.
Miss
Edna
F.
Boggs,
Mrs.
Ruth
Town
hall
next
Tuesday
afternoons
ance tests were made with carburetors
48- A church (abbr.)
10-Exlsta
37-Feminine suffix
Throwing lighted cigarettes from with Mrs. Mabel Peabody. Mrs. Anna Philbrook. Mrs. Nellie Wellington.
larger than standard equipment. Hill
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
j car windows, illegal in some states, Starrett. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson and Mrs Mary Gould, and Mrs Gertrude
climbir.g feats were put across with
is a fine way to start trouble where Mrs. Laura Starrett in charge. The, Starrett. The tables were decorated
the aid of trick driving.
N O R T H H A V EN
least expected. Several times in my sale is for the benefit of the Woman s with autumn leaves and bright
What the trend means is th a t to
own experience passengers have Club and many fine things will be colon* napkins. The chapel Itself
At the young people's meeting the
COPYRIGHT BY BELL SYNDICATE
W .N .U . SERVICE
day's cars are so far advanced they
i tried to toss "smokes” from the rear found there, especially some pretty was adorned In the Halloween colors. assistance of Miss McKinley at the
can
give
a
good
account
of
them
T his popular author oi best-sellers has w ritten a fascinating romance
i windows only to have :he butts blow aprons. The regular meeting will be i orange and black. "Beano" proved piano was much appreciated.
selves without benefit of doctoring. ,
about Penelope Gatlin, who sometimes forgot she was an heiress and
back into the car ar.d burn holes in held in the evening, hostesses Mrs
P°Pular “ wel1 “ th*
James Tabbutt and a crew of men
Many
will
recall
the
time
when
j
became Nance Belden, daring and derisive darling of the underworld
the upholstery. The other day a Belle Walker and Mrs. Abbie J. New- L
are putting in a foundation for (he
. . How she was rescued by young D r. Burt from th e mental shad
balloon tires were demonstrated with
Mrs G. D. Gould motored Wednes- addition to the Lamont house.
lighted butt blew back without the hprt
ows that threatened her with years in prison, how her beauty was
12 and 15 pounds air pressure. This |
S T e: A M E
,
_
,
.
...
day
to Portland with Mrs. H B
passenger
noticing
it.
Reaching
his
restored, how she came at last into het due oi love and happiness is
Mrs. Beryl Reever who has been U1
of
Mrs. Leon Stone with Barbara ar.d [ L E A N N
gave a marvelous ride but such low
destination he dhcove-red he had in the hospital at Beverly, Mass., is
told as only Peter B. Kyne can tell such a tale. Do not miss
AD
A N T
Donald returned Monday from a
pressures were known to be impracti
this story. Follow it as it appears serially in this paper. cal with those earlier balloons. To burned two ugly holes in the coat of now at her home and somewhat lmE RE
N T
membcrs of
Congrega. week's vis.t with Mrs. Stone's father
his new suit.
T
E V E R
proved in health. The shower of cards
& HaJ_ in Clinton.
day it is not necessary to resort to
Bring
On
Your
Queries
E S S
s
|
t
|R
recently sent by friends gave her
extremes in order to piove the riding
The water district job has begun
Q. What would cause the breaker much pleasure. Those wishing to send urday afternoon wlth
of thelr and eignteen or more men have em- '
ability of cars.
One car recently averaged 90 miles 1points of my car to have a clearance her greetings can now address them (eacjjers jn Charge jjlss Beulah Star- ployment. A fine sta rt has been :
reU and MifiS Thelma S U rrett made, due to good weather.
an hour for 25.000 miles, geared of .016" on one lobe and .023" on to 6-Blaine avenue, Beverly, Mass.
normally so that the engine turned another W. K
Mr. and Mrs Willard Morrison were
Next week is Education Week ip gtunts. games and refreshments were
an average of 4000 r.p.m. through- j A. Probably the distributor shaft the schools. The visiting schedule in ord<?r
UNION
C L A R R Y H ILL
Rockland visitors Monday.
it/
I
out the entire grind. It was good for ' b wobbling a little so that measure- worked so well last year th at a simiRecen t callers on Mr. and Mrs
William Leadbetter of Auburn, after
George
Robbins
of
Union
called
on
Education Week. Nov. 5-11. will be
another 25.000 miles when the test • ments are difficult. A shaft may lar one will be used this year, the Ciiffor(j Overlock and Mr. and Mrs. 1spending a few days in North Haven
observed in the grades and h ig h 1friends in this place last Sunday.
was ended. Things like this speak wobble a lot when rotated slowly, yet visiting days for each school being E B
were Mrs william Bar- ' at the home of Mrs. S. C. Beverage,
school. There will be no special pro-1 Miss Eleanor Burns spent last week well for an Industry ever seeking | become quite steady and true at high- from 1.30 until 3 p. m. is here given: | rows and Mrs. Emily Kennedy of has returned home. His mother. Mrs.
gram, but parents and friends are in end home from Gorham Norma! the best and for a public th a t gives ! er speed.
Hinckley Corner and Malcolm Corner Rockland and Mrs. Lilia Strout and Mary Leadbetter. accompanied him.
vited to visit regular classes on Tues- j School.
its support to progress by buying to
Q I am sure that the automatic primary schools, Wednesday and Fri- son Richard Strout of Brunswick, In the 90s Mrs Leadbetter is yet ac
Mr. and Mrs Foster Mank of North
day and Thursday.
choke on the motor of my car does day. Intermediate, Wednesday and wdo were former residents of Warren tive, keen of mind and has a fine
the best of its financial ability.
Booster Night was observed at Seven Waldoboro were guests of her mother
i not always work properly but I am at Friday;* Grammar, Tuesday and Highland.
sense of humor. It was a pretty
Mechanic
Joe
Speaking:
Tree Grange Oct. 24. A public sup Mrs. Annie Miller last Sunday.
rough trip across the bay but she
a !o:s to know what to do when this Thursday; High School. Wednesday
-----------------“I wonder how many car owners
Mrs. Sarah Jameson is spending a
per was served from 6 to 7 and dur
proved a good sailor and traveler.
[ becomes troublesome. Have you any and Friday; Pleasantville, Tuesday
R
O
U
N
D
PO
N
D
few days with her daughter Mrs. realize th a t a poor memory always
ing the evening candy was on sale.
suggestions? G. S. U.
and
Thursday;
Middle
Road
school.
------Miss Jennie Beverage was a visitor
Grace Feyler.
adds to the cost of motoring. When I
A handsome guess cake was awarded ,
Tuesday and Thursday: Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Swctt of in Rockland Monday.
A.
If
you
think
the
motor
has
Mrs. Eva Robbins was a caller on an owner cannot remember when he
■•
A . H. Goes the quilt to Mrs. Aleda I
been over-choked try cranking with school. Wednesday and Friday, Yhe 1South Boston are guests of his parGrade scholars held a social in
Sadie Kelley Sunday.
last h ad the car greased, or w hat a t
J
ents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Swett.
Fossett. A program was presented in I
BEACON S T R E E T
Library Hall Tuesday night.
I Leon Ross is helping Walter Feyler tentions th e car received a t th a t time, the throttle wide open. This is sup regular work will be heard.
William Prentice of Pemaquid has
the evening.
posed
to
clear
the
cylinders
of
excess
Rev.
Charles
D.
Paul,
former
pastor
Mrs.
Lester
Greenlaw
was
a
Rock
with his fall ploughing.
BOSTON
he is more or less at sea. He soon
been visiting Mrs. Martha Prentice
The Community Club was enter
the Warren
Congregational |
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson attended the discovers that it is just as bad to gas vapor. If this fails to provide a of
land visitor Monday.
tained at the home of Mrs. Charlotte auction at the Edgar Daggett place
When the steam er gives a short
over-lubricate some parts as it is to start, take off the air cleaner and Church, and who is the p ra e n t pasIdeal location on Beacon Hill,
Hawes. Oct. 23, for its regular meet- last, Saturday.
look to see if the choke valve Iras tor of the North and South Congre-,
q{
pJaw blast after having tied to the wharf
neglect them.
beside the State House, and
stuck
in
the
closed
position.
ing. the program in charge of Mrs. ] Frank Jameson is in Rockland for
Rational
Churches
in
South
Portland,
gundav
ftnd
ca]]lng
on
it is a signal the boat is ready to
"Doesn’t this point a moral? Doesn't
overlooking Boston Common
Annie Butler.
"Acadia National a few days the guest of friends.
Q In spite of the fact that I have headed a committee on a bi-centen
It offer a sound argument for having
Edmond Yates. Shirley Ethridge, leave and all going ashore should start
and Public Gardena.
Park" was chosen as her subject.
Mrs. A. W Payson, Mrs. W. R. the car regularly serviced where had a new distributor installed and nlal celebration this week of these Vivian Richards, Annie Ervlne and at once. Through the courtesy of
Papers were read by Mrs. Butler and Wellman and Mrs. Helen Gordon of careful records are kept an d where j the carburetor gone ever the engine two churches and the Congregational Mr and Mrs. Herbert Bryant attend Capt. Kent and the boat's crew.' a
R E ST A U R A N T
Mrs. Edna McKinley. Hostesses for East Union were recently guests of there will be no more chance of of my car continues to miss on one Church of Cape Elizabeth. Tire p ro -, ed Teachers’ Convention in Portland North Haven gentleman was recently
we^k.
the day were Mrs. Minnie Matthews Mrs. Eva Robbins.
saved the Inconvenience of a trip lo
a la carte and table d'hota
overlooking something th an there or two cylinders. I have replaced all gram included historical pageants.!
consisting
of
different
episodes,
and
and
^
jrs
p
r(,d
g<,an
and
Mary
and Mrs. Zena Nelson. The next
the
spark
plugs
and
know
that
the
Vinalhaven
^nd
a
return
home
over
will be of overdoing kindness to
C lu b B rea k fa st
STICK NEY C O R N E R
breaker points are in A1 condition. will be concluded Sunday morning Rowell of Clinton were local visitors land.
meeting will be held at the high
something else?
L u n ch
The odd part of it is that compression with a union service at the North over last weekend.
school building.
Franz Mills was a recent Rockland
One Rule To Discard
Jerusha E. Sargent now has The
D in n er
Congregational
Church,
South
Port
is excellent and evenly distributed.
visitor.
■•<>
Courier-Gazette on sale at her gen
If your engine carries an automatic There is no leakage of high tension land.
Those present a t the church service
eral store.
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P O R T CLYDE
choke, as most of the new ones do, current, yet the skipping remains. I
The correspondent was Interested
C A F E T E R IA
Sunday night had the pleasure of
don't crank the engine before switch am appealing to you as a last resort. to note in the rotogravure section of
hearing some very fine violin selec
The Red Cross is not a legend; it Is
The Courier-Gazette is now on sale
Pleasant outside location fac
ing on the ignition, This was once Can you help me solve this? L. S.
the Sunday Boston Herald, a photo
tions by Burdis Brown, including
a t the Postoffice and Miss Buker w ill' a reality that takes mercy and medi
ing B ow doin a n d Beacon
an
effective
way
to
speed
cold
motor
graph
of
the
painting,
‘Dawn.”
by
Ar
A I think that you will find the
al.™ be glad to take new subscriptions I cine, relief and rehabilitation, to the
"Songs My Mother Taught Me,”
Street*. M odem and up-tostarting because it saved more cur motor is afflicted with a broken valve thur Spear, who summers a t Friend
Dvorak, and "Les Millions de Harle
125*136 *ends of the earth.
date. A variety of foods
ren t for the initial cranking and guide that permits excess air to leak ship.
quin" by Drigo. “To Spring,” Grieg,
moderately priced.
permitted the starter to build up into the cylinder that misses.
Mrs. Carrie Smith returned Tues
and "Forsaken" by Kochat, Mr.
motor compression. Under the new
day from Cambridge, Mass., where
Brown played w ithout notes or piano
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
F L O R ID A
order of things this process would
she had been the guest a few days of
accompaniment. His violjn is a fine
S O U T H H O PE
Rooms without bath
her sister Miss Lillian Russell.
merely overchoke the motor, especial
Baader instrum ent about 200 years
ly where downdraft carburetion is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wyllie,
Maurice
old.
It
is
hoped
he
may
be
heard
$2.00 Up
A. W. Heath has moved into the
Wyllie and Mrs. Carrie Butler and
featured.
again
Gertrude Payson house.
Rooms with bath
But Keep This One
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman a t daughter Joyce returned Monday
Miss Annie Gilchrist of New York
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
$3.00 *»K
from Mansfield and Arlington, Mass.,
City was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Many things have been revolution tended last Saturday the auction at
Nam ur
where they had been guests over the
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Busy Belgian city of 30,000 people Burgess for ten days during the latter
ized in motoring, but ju st as useful the Dearborn homestead in Union.
Special ratea fo r
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley
Susie
Hemenway
and
Margaret
June to
engaged in the machinery, glass and part of October.
as ever is the plan of pressing the
permanent occupancy
Cook
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
Benjamin
earthemware industries . . . Until the
October
clutch pedal to the floor when crank Bowley attended the annual Farm
Mrs. Y*rank Calderwood returned
B ooklet
Bureau meeting in Camden last week. Young.
Great
War was considered as impreg Tuesday after a week's visit with her
ing.
Cutting
out
the
transmission
on
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aus
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell with
Hotel
nable as Gibraltar . . . Its vast cita daughter Mrs. Robert Butman in
gears lightens the load on battery
Application
Robie Taylor as chauffeur left Mon tin K. Kalloch were Mr. and Mrs. del on the heights built In 1691 . . . Newton Highlands, Mass. While
Maselynn
and starter-motor. When gear grease
day for their winter home in Lake John Kearly and grandson of East Has old feudal gates, drawbridges, there she visited friends In Leomin
Stamford
is cold and congealed the drag is
II. II. Mase
Corner Second Street
Union.
Worth. Fla.
Del. Co.
portcullis and towers . . . The vaults ster. and also called on Mrs. Carrie
often so great that If the clutch is
Manager
and First Avenue
Leslie Farrington started the hunt are cut in the rock . . . Here one of
Dr. Alton L. Flanders of Boston,
N. Y.
Parsons In Milton. Muss Annie G il
engaged, with the gears in neutral,
accompanied by his son Alton and ing season in Knox County frig h t by the important archeological museums
Moderate Rates
christ accompanied Mrs. Calderwopd
the car actually will move forward
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Murray, were shooting a fine 8-polnt buck Thurs of Europe . . The mysterious bust of
F IR S T C L A SS
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
to Boston.
an inch or two.
1IOi
weekend guests of Mrs. Ida Norwood day morning at East Warren.
the Hyadless Knight . . . Its num er
TRUCKING SERVICE
v ’ ’ ■
((
The men on the water district job
Hear Noise On Turns
Mrs. Belle Walker entertained the ous churches noteworthy for their
at Head-of-the-Lake. Dr. Flanders
AND F U R N IT U R E M OVERS
A number of motorists have written is a native of Hope having left here Sewing Club at dinner Wednesday, relics, sculpture and paintings . . . have been making fine progress, but
FOSTER'S T R A N S F E R
there
are
some
ledges
to
be
blasted
me to speak of an old rumbling noise about 49 veare ago. He is now a suc those present being Mrs. Abbie New G reat place to watch the frequent
W.
R. FO STER, Prop.
which they hear when their cars are cessful physician, and a musician of bert. Mrs. Nellie Wellington and Mrs. fairs and markets . . Good center for out before the pipes can be laid.
TeL T h om aston 139-3 Rev. C h f.
A reception and shower were given
turned sharply. Several have sus note, but remains faithful to his Sadie Barrows.
excursions to the Valleys of the
Joan Smith, daughter of Mr. and Meuse. Sambre and Less? . . . To the I ^ r- and Mrs- George Beverage at Wie
pected something wrong with the home town and always returns at
front wheel bearings while others least once a year, taking great delight Mrs. Dana Smith entertained several famous Grottoes of Han . . . Gateway K. P. hall Friday night under the
were Just frankly puzzled. Yet the in roaming the woods and fields and young friends Wednesday evening at to the wild and beautiful Ardennes. auspices of th e Grange, the Knights
and Sisterhood. There was a large
a Halloween party, the guests includ the Belgian Switzerland.
,
IN N E W Y O R K C IT Y
explanation is simple enough. Just going on hunting trips.
Mrs. Gertrude Payson has returned ing Madeleine, Annette and Gloria
company
in attendance and Mr. and
take
a
look
at
the
way
th
e
edges
of
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Location
to
Portland
where
she
will
spend
the
Haskell,
Jean
Campbell,
Kathleen
Mrs.
Beverage
were the recipients 'of
the front tires are worn or "cupped".
E A ST U N IO N
And other rectal diseases
winter.
5 © oousis
and Marjorie Coffron, Patricia Watts,
Refreshments were
Payson & Robbins general store many gifts.
I I N O ll S E 5 O
On turns the tires move so that the
Direction of B
.J. CorrN
served.
Treated Without Pain
Phyllis
Smith,
Jeannette
and
Phyllis
now
sells
The
Courier-Gazette.
car runs on these uneven edges, caus
R. E. Robbins General Store now Perry, Theresa Huntley, Howard
HOTIL YORK - 7th Av*. and 36th St — 1 minute Pan*. Station
131*tf
Church
services
Sunday
will
be
as
or Loss of Time
ing the characteristic rumbling.
sells The Courier-Gazette.
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HOTIt ORAND-Broadway and 31 it St.— ! minutes Pann. Station
Bomeman, Edward Wilson. Russell
follows:
Church
School
at
10;
worship
HOTIt INDICOTT-Columbus Av*, and Slit St — Oppoiltc Park
Usual Care Still Pays
and Evelyn Smith, everyone In cos
with sermon a t 11, "Followers of
MOTIl MARTHA WASHINGTON tar Woman - W East 29th St
Various theories are being advanced
tume.
Sandwiches, cake, cookies,
Christ,
the Faint-hearted and the
T JuyA H om e
TEL. 107S
as to how best to take curves with \
IN CHICAGO
IN BOSTON
doughnuts, candy and punch were
True;” a t 7.30 Joint service
R
o
d
the
CLASSIFIED
AQft
ITotel Plaza. No. Ave. Ax No. ('lark St. 11.50 up
I Hotel Manser, No 'latinn. 52.50 up.
39 UNION S T .
RO CK LAN D,
cars carrying independently sprung
served, with some of the mother prespeople and adults. Everyone come.
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Every-O tEer-D ay
been made him by collectors is a ro
mance in itself. He lacked Shaw’s
signature and decided he wanted it
badly, so he began to write him with
requests for it, his usual procedure
when direct personal contact was
lacking. Many letters traveled across
the Atlantic to Shaw, with no results
but Greenway was still sanguine and
persevering, and when he read one of
the famous writer's plays, or books,
and found seme historical errors
therein, he sat down and in a letter
acquainted Shaw of the details. Shaw
received the letter and was furious
and wrote the most scathing letter
to Greenway in reply, a letter signed
in a flourishing manner “George
Bernard Shaw." Evidently he suf
fered an afterthought for when the
signature was on in all its glory, he
added a postscript to this effect: “You
young rascal, I believe you arc the
ecamp who has been trying to get my
signature. Well, here it is!"

CUSHING

Page Five

O R FF’S CORNER

G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D

COMING TO THE STRAND

Mrs. Nellie Meyer relumed M011Rev. Mr. Lewis of Friendship will Arthur H arjula returned last week
1day from a few days visit with her
conduct services at the Baptist Wednesday from a visit with his
I family in Dorchester. She was acfamily in Quincy, Mass. With him
Church Sunday at 2 o’clock.
! companied by Mrs. Grethel Achom of
were
his
mother
and
sister
Mrs.
Ida
Offensive breath — in many cases to
The A. C. Conference a t the Bap
Belmont and Mrs. Gertrude Smith of
very embarrassing — may not be a tist Church will begin Nov. 8, with Harjula and Mrs. Toivo Johnson, who
1Medfield.
mouth condition but sometimes one
visited
friends
and
relatives
in
Fitch
deep down in the body. Cleanse and services each evening until an d in
Mrs. Nellie Borneman has returned
clear the intestinal tract promptly and cluding Sunday, Nov. 11. Everyone is burg, Watertown and Quincy. Also
No sooner had Irina Skariatina
from a visit in Warren where she was
safely by using
Mrs. Henry Jameson of Vinalhaven
invited to attend.
(Mrs. Victor Blakeslee) reached New
the guest of Mrs. Rebecca Spear.
Miss Alice Rivers of Brighton, j who visited her daughter in Quincy,
York after a summer spent in travel
Allred Jackson. Carleton Jackson,
Mass, has been guest of her a u n t Mrs. and Miss Helen Nelson, daughter of
ing Europe, than she jumped into the
and Edward Reed are on a hunting
D. L. Maloney and family th e no s t! Hjalmar Nelson of Quincy, who came
beginning of an extensive lecture tour
a.p in Northern Maine. Vellis
H ie True Fam ily Laxative
week..
j to spend the weekend at the Harjula
which will carry her across the con
Weaver is also on his annual hunting
This pure herb medicine contains no
Mrs. Harry Young underwent a home as guest of Misses Esther and
tinent. Simultaneously with the be
■trip.
harsh irritants — it ia a safe aid to
ginning of her tour her new book, the
Mr. and Mis E. K Wall and son
good health, which may be more surgical operation Monday a t Knox Ida Harjula. Accompanying the mo- [
story of her childhood as a Russian
quickly attained when constipation ia Horpital. Rockland, and reports as tor party from Portland were Misses
Martin of South Bristol were callers
not prevalent. Good for kiddies too. to her condition are very favorable. I June Henry of Thomaston and Esther
princess called “Little E ra in Old
Sunday at Albert Elwell's.
. . . Successfully used (or 81 yean .
Russia." was announced for publica
Capt. and Mrs. Howard Hayden of
Mis. Ethel Kenney and daughter Harjula, students at the Maine School
M r. H . W olf, C am bridge, (Maia.) Miss Barbara Kenney of Auburn were of Commerce, who came to stay over |
tion. (Bobbs-Merrtll Company).
, Balboa, Calif., and Capt. and Mrs.
druggist, s a y s : “ I h a v e u se d Dr. in town recently.
Irina Skariatina will be remem
William Merritt of South Portland
the weekend with their respective |
T r u e ’s Elixir in m y fam ily for years
bered for her best-selling “First to
!
were
guests of Mrs Nellie Bomeman
parents.
The federal road employees are
and I am so p lea sed w ith th e re
Go Back." published last year. I t re
I last week.
Lillian Johnson celebrated her
su lts that I offer it to m y custom ers working on the Hathorne P oint road.
lated her experiences as an aristo
Mrs. James Hall of Elmore is visit
upon every opportunity w ith my
Two large moose have been seen by eighth birthday at the home of her j
crat, the first of her class to revisit
ing her daughter Mrs. Albert Elwell.
personal conviction a n d confidence several persons In this vicinity during parents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Walter, Mr.
Soviet Russia. On her visit to Europe
in its r esu lts.”
the past few weeks.
Oct. 21, with a party at which a num 
ISLE A U H A U T
last summer with her husband, she
and Mrs. Sidney Walter and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. James Minot of Mel ber of her young friends were present.
made a study of the dictator nations.
Ruth and Mrs Nora Ludwig of O arMrs. Nora Grant was in the Castine
rose Highlands, Mass,, have been
Eleanor Nelson is convalescing a t
diner spent Sunday at Sanford W al
She was in Germany during the fa Hospital last week for surgical treat
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W B Holder home from a tonsil operation per
ter's.
mous blood purge, and in Austria at ment.
this week. Mr. Minot is a brother to formed last Friday at Knox Hospital
V IN A L H A V E N
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler and
about the time of the assassination of
Mrs. Holder.
Misses Dorothy and Priscilla Rob
by Dr EUingwood.
son
Harold of Rockland were guests
the Chancellor.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Luther
Burns
who
P. I. Geyer Is working a t th e Carle Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harjula mo
inson and Doris Barter, returned
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H arry
Her new book recreates the atmos Monday, to Rockland High School have been in town for the past week farm. Pleasant Point.
tored to Portland last week to attend
Creamer.
phere of an aristocratic Russian home after spending last weekend here at left Thursday for their home in At
Black & Gay. canners a t Thomas
Rev. H C. Glidden will use Sunday
under the best days of the Tzar, a their homes.
lantic, Mass. Enroute they visited in ton. are sending a truck here for the Teachers' Convention.
Rev. Jo h n Heino and daughter
as his sermon : ubject "An Angel On
fairyland which disappeared with the
Addison,
Bangor
and
Augusta.
clams to can at their factory.
Beryl Morey of Stonington spent
Esther returned last week from
the Way." An Interesting service is
War.
Mrs. Carrie Bowley of Augusta Is
Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A1
last weekend with Amy Cousins at
.-irole Lombard and Rogo Pryor in Lady By Choice '
• • • •
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Mrs.
Heino
and
in

anticipated.
visiting her sister Mrs. W A. Rivers
Though William A Simonds, author the home of her parents Mr. and Mrs. bert Carver, celebrated her eighth
Among those who attended the a n 
fant daughter Ruth Miriam will re 
“Lady By Choice," co-featuring the old ladies' home. In court a t the
for
two
weeks.
She
was
accompanied
birthday Wednesday by entertaining
of "Edison: His Life, His Work, His Fred Cousins.
nual
meeting of the Farm Buieau in
turn
later
by
train.
:ame
time
is
Alibam,
the
Ian
dancer,
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest McDonald Joanne Johnson and Jane Libby at here by her daughter and family who Sunday forenoon the district con Carole Lombard and May Rob on. arrested for whatever fan dancers Camden last week were. Mr. and Mrs.
Genius" published this month, makes
returned
Sunday
night.
with Roger Pryor and Walter Con
no pretense of being a detective in the I are receiving congratulations on the I supper which included a large blrthare arrested. She sees and feels sorry Ernest Walter. Mr. and Mrs Chester
Leslie Ames of Manchester, Conh., vention of Finnish Congregational
nolly
In support, will head the bill for the aged derelict. Sometime Light. Mrs Katheryn Ludwig. Mrs.
Sherlock Holmes sense, he is never - j birth of a daughter.
day cake. The little hostess received
Churches will be held at the church
was
In
town
over
last
weekend,
re
theless proud of the sleuthing by | Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robbins of j several nice gifts.
later, as a publicity stunt. Alabam Ada Perry and daughters Phyllis and
turning Monday accompanied by his with dinner a t noon. Afternoon pro Sunday and Monday.
which he discovered -• grandfather of Stonington were last weekend guests1 The Butterflies meet today with
Briefly. "Lady by Choice" tells the decides to adopt a "mother,” and it Fay. Mr. and Mrs Vellis Weaver and
gram beginning at 1 p. m. All are
mother,
Mrs.
Hattie
Ames,
who
is
to
Thomas A. Edison, totally overlooked I oj their daughter Mrs. Carol Chapin. Mrs. Annie Patrick.
story of the two women, far different is Patsy whom she selects. The two daughter Fiances. Mrs. Ella Bragg,
invited.
spend the winter at his home
by other biographers and lost to the | Roger Smith Is employed by Elmer
Regular meeting of Marguerite
In appearance an d station, but really , women grow attached to each other, Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and daughter
• • • •
Do not forget the service at the old
world for two generations.
Lufkin at the Point Lookout Club.
sisters under th e skin. When Miss Patsy has lived a hard life, and she [ Evelyn. Mrs. Lida Creamer Mr. an d
Chapter, O.E.S., will be Monday eve Baptist Church Sunday, Nov. 4. by
4-H Club Contest
The old gentleman, discovered by ’ Mr and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell en 
Robson, as Patsy Patterson, is ar- gives to the younger woman the ad- Mrs. Bert Hcch. Floyd Hoch. Miss
Rev.
G.
E.
Lewis,
Friendship
and
the
ning.
researches of Mr. Simonds, was C ap-'
The
Jolly
Toilers’
4-H
Club
Girls.
rested for assault and battery, being vantage of her experience with men Cora Merry, Mrs. Irene Sprague, Mrs.
tertained a party of friends at their
At Union Church the officers of tne Adventist Conference a t the same
tain Samuel Edison, born near West I
home on York Island last week Junior League were installed Sunday place, beginning Nov. 8. to which all Mrs. Ellen Nelson leader, and the diunk and disorderly and disturbing and the world. The climax is filled Mnrion Fro lich. Mr and Mrs A lbert
Orange, N. J., about 1767. As a boy j Music, singing and dancing featured
ChampiorL Chick Raisers' Boys' 4-H the peace, she is given a suspended with heightened drama and pleasant Elwell, Mrs. Amber Childs and Mr.
he accompanied his family Into exile the evening's entertainment and re by Rev. N. F. Atwood, assisted by are cordially Invited.
Club, led* by Mrs. Fred Anderson,
and Mrs. W. A. Jackson.
sentence on condition that she go to surprises.—adv.
in Canada. In 1804 he married Nancy freshments were served. In the com Alice Erickson as marshal. The
held their local contest on Oct. 18, at
N O R TH C U S H IN G
Stimpson. and their son. Samuel, Jr.. I
wefe
and Mrs st£phen officers: President, Miriam Greenleaf:
the home of their leader, and this
S O U T H CUSHING
Rose of Thomaston, motored to
R O C K V ILLE
was Edison's father.
j Qray gr SWphen Gray J r E ^ e first vice president, Betty Brown; sec
Mr. and Mrs Harold Sm ith have program was presented:
Oakland
Sunday
and
were
guests
of
The Knox and Lincoln County
The fun and frolic of Halloween
Samuel Senior, according to Mr Hutchlnson, Harvard Ingraham, Capt. ond vice president, Alice Erickson; moved to the Andrew Killeran farm.
Flag Salute, Club Pledge and Club
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W are at their Conference of the Advent C hristian
Simonds, was a colorful figure. He Fred p^tridge. John Partridge, Ralph third vice president, Evelyn Hopkins;
began
Saturday
evening
when
Lily
Mrs. Harriet Porsblom and family Songs; harmonica solo, Albert H arcottage on Messalonskee Lake. Wed Cliutch will be held in the B aptist
became the head of the exiled Edison Willey. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Small Mr fourth vice president, Alice Burgess;
are occupying her house here, having Jula: remarks, Mrs. Anderson; table and Irje Hill gave a party at their nesday Mr. Maloney went by aero
Church, beginning Nov. 8 at 7 p. m.
clan in Canada and fought against,
Mrs Joseph MitcheU, Ashley I secretary, Minnie Wadsworth, treas- recently moved from Detroit, Mich.
home.
Their
guests
were
Joe.
Gladys
setting demonstration, four girls;
plane to Boston for a few days.
and continuing over the following
the United States in the War of 1812., Mitche„ and Joseph Mitchell Jr
urer, Ruth Lyford; pianist, Constance
and
Mary
Tolm
an,
Althea
Rok
s.
Miss Zetta Smith was home from poem. Eleanor Nelson; My Season's
T
he
F
C.
Maloney
home
has
been
Sunday. There will be no service
The old homestead built by Capt.
Charles Hamilton is making p la n s] Orcu“ : inner «uard' Everett Tolman; Rockwood over last week.
H er; Work, cli/b stories, by Ida H arjula Doris and Ethel Hall. Refreshments receiving a coat of*frcsh paint,
Friday and Saturday forenoons. Good
Samuel is now one of the treasured
.
outer
guard,
Murray
Hopkins;
junior
were
served
ar.d
there
were
games
„
. . .
„ „
to go to Florida for the winter.
brother-in-law, Albert Risteen, re-1 and William Johnson, rem aiks,
relics re-erected in Henry Fords
8
S p . Barrows has been having , -speakers will be present to preach
steward, Thelma -Bright; assistant
and ghost walks, also hunts with ap
Greenfield Village a t Dearborn.
I
Wiiley who has »>een the steward, Astrid Rosen; past presi turned with her Sunday, for a hunt- Miss Ruth Clark, county dug agent;
sonic repairs made on hts house.
■
kospel. and good singing. Everypropriate
prizes
for
the
winner.
ing trip in Northern Maine.
tap dance, Dorothy Johnson, accomMr Simonds' new life of Edison is Kueat Of Mr and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell,
body cordially invited. Come and
dent, Corinne Greenleaf.
There was a Halloween party
There
were
several
men
in
this
.
,
Miss Iola Porsblom is employed a t , panied by Albert Harjula; violin
based primarily on original sources, returned Tuesday to his home to
help.
_
Mrs. E. M. Hall was a Rockland Senter Crane's store in Rockland.
solo, Jo h n Harjula; apron making Wednesday evening at the school, vicinity in the early hours of Thurs- j
among which has been included for j Brooklin.
the pupils arriving clad in costumes day morning, their red garm ents and '
the first time the superb collection of j Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eaton of j visitor Wednesday.
Mrs. Ida Thornton entertained the demonstration, Ina Mahonen; recitaW IL E Y 'S CO RN ER
riffles reminders th at th e law on ]
Edison material gathered together by I Mountainville have been at the home
The American Legion Auxiliary met Varlety Club with a Halloween party | tlons, Alice Fager and Edna R anta; of ghosts an d witches. The room
was
gayly
decorated
and
members
of
deer was lifted. Several deer have
Thg Courier-Gazette may now be
Henry Ford a t Dearborn, around of Forrest McDonald for a brief stay. Thursday night with Mrs. N. Cook a t Oak Grove Lodge Wednesday eve- song, “The Old Spinning Wheel." Ida
nhig.
(Harjula and Helen Johnson; reading the community were invited. Games frequently been seen this fall in the j obtained from Alfred Kir.ney who will
which The Edison Institute has
Mrs. Jasper Chapin. Norman Turn, Sholes. Supper wfis served.
were played an d refreshments served, pastures, walking through the woods. | also be glad to take want advertlsegrown.
er, Mrs. Elmer Lufkin, Mrs. Ralph I The Neighborhood Club will meet
Several from this place attended of club stories, Arllne Nelson, Ina
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Maloney in and even crossing the road not far >ments and new subscriptions,
Chapin, and "Elizabeth Rich were Monday evening with Mrs. Elmer the Adelyn Bushnell play "Time'’ Anderson. Albert Harjula; dem oncompany with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth from the village.
j
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Oct. 16. an exhibition opened at ' Bangor visitors last week.
Monday evening a t W atts Hall stration on making muffins, Ina AnSimmers.
The New York Public Library show
The Sewing Circle met this week j Mrs. Sadie Robbins entertained the Thomaston.
derson; recitation, Elmer H arjula.
ing books printed a t the C am bridge,^
The correspondent was recently the Plans were made for attending the
j Non Eaters Friday.
h e r ty
ess rom
to t e j Mr. ^nd
.
. .
.
and Mrs
Mrs. Leon
Leon Small
Small are
are guests
guests {
present day. In 1534 King Henry C , Mr
„ re iUMlWU,
. t l Dr- Herbert Sanborn who has been recipient of an interesting letter county contest in Camden Nov. 10.
, .
1of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Hanna at
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. from Mrs Abbie Oarnsey of Sonoma. The girls have completed their
VIII granted a charter to the Univer- I
Harbor
W. Sanborn, returned Wednesday to Calif. Mrs. Garnsey was once a rest- projects of sewing and cooking and
sity of Cambridge " to print
man- j
Qf
» dent of this place, the widow of the boys have industriously attended
ner 0
. an it is t e
an g ^ . j ^ circle was held last Saturday . Waterville. '
Shepard Robinson. She went to Cali- t0 the care of the 25 chickens given
niversary of this charter which is be.
, ., _.
..
.
Mrs. Alice Strickland and mother fom la 29 or 30 years ago. While she
J
: evening at the Chauncey cottage at
to each of them by Maine poultrymen;
ing celebrated this year. Among the pQint
with Mr. and Mrs I Mrs. Eliza Arey, left Wednesday for
j gets a bit homesick a t times for the through the University of Maine ex
many old and rare books in this ex- H m er Lufkjn
whist
old Pine Tree State, the memories of tension service, Charles Stackpole
hibit may be seen a copy of the first
„63„ were played
refresh.
Kenneth Dailey of Rockland is its cold winters make h e r appreciate
a special prfllject having 265
e printe a t am r dge,
is is menb5
A birthday cake and visiting his aunt, Mrs. Sada Robbins. the milder climate of th e State of
in the Geneva version—common y , ^ veral
chickens of his own.
presented
Capt. Byron MacDonald returned her adoption.
called the "Breeches Bible." There
• • • •
Stephen Bridges whose birthday a n - ' Thursday from Camden,
are also books by King James I, Ful
Excellent Musical Program
niversary fell on that day. Those Mrs A rthur Calderwood who has
NORTH WARREN
ler. and Donne, and a first edition of
present
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
C.
been
at
Knox
Hospital
several
weeks
------The
concert at the Thomaston ConMilton’s Lycides. Among the ex
Mrs. Rosetta Packard of Waldoboro gregational Church last Saturday
amples of Eighteenth Century print Turner. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Turner, underwent a surgical operation WedMr. and Mrs. Harold Turner. Norman nesday
Mr Caiderwood was in spent the weekend with Mabie Craw- evenjng by ^be Quincy, (Mass.)
ing are Baskerville's famous Bible
Turner. Chales Dodge. Mrs. Hattie Rockland th at day.
ford. Mrs. Iza M ank was also a pjnnjaj1 Congregational Church Grand Prayer Books, very jewels of the
| Bridges, Stephen Bridges Elizabeth
The basketball season b about to visitor there Saturday.
chestra directed by Walter Leppanen
printer's art.
i Rich, Doris Barter, Amy Cousins.
_
,
..
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jam eson visited ur.der the auspices of the local Finnish
_
’ .
’ „ ' . „ . open. In the line of officials are Alex
Morey, Mrs. Albert Rich. Bert
_ ,,, , _
Apropos of the “Breeches Bible.” „Beryl
•„ „
„
. . „
1Christie, Wyman Guilford, Fred Saturday at Willis Moody's in Fair- church> was weU attended. The or
Nevells.
Herman
G
ross,
Lewis
Bowen,
printed in 1591, this curious version Christie Bray. Roger Smith. Donald Swanson' Cleo Drew’ Dorothy Pelkey
chestra of 19 pieces made a splendid
Repairs have been made on the appearance, and the seven young
of the Bible derived its name from
! and Althea Small.
the seventh verse of the third chapter j Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer LufFletcher Hewes house which Is to be feminine members added beauty and
Officers of V E S . class of 1935 are:
of Genesis, which reads “and they ^inoccupied by Edw. Ross and family.
color to the picture. The program:
President, Walter Smith; vice presi
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank and
sewed figge-tree leaves together and
Opening address, Bible reading and
dent, Carl Williams; secretary, Re
Donald Mank visited Mrs. Mabelle
DEER ISLE
made themselves breeches." The au
prayer, Rev. J. F. Heino; march, El
becca Arey; treasurer, Jennie Tuomi.
L Cross In Thomaston last Sunday.
thorized Version reads “aprons."
Capitan, and Billy Sunday's Success
Robert Thompson, Clarence Sawyer
Housekeepers at Union Church
This is but one of many Bibles which
Mr. and Mrs. Fred F oster of Rock
ful Songs, orchestra; poem, recited
Merl Greenlaw and Gilman Marshall Circle Thursday were in costume:
have been printed in the last 400
land were callers Sunday at Mabie
by Miss Lillian Ruhimakl; duet, Mr
are home from a season’s yachting on Mrs. Scott Littlefield, Mrs. Frank
years by the Cambridge University
Crawford’s.
and Mrs. Bjornholm and Miss Sylvia
the “Viking.”
Winslow, Mrs. J. H. Carver, Mrs.
Press. One of thase is a Bible print
Mr. and Mrs. George Oracle and
K nuuttunen; address of welcome
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester are Frank Mullen.
ed in 1660 by John Field. A copy of
family who have been spending a two
Motoring
to
North
Haven
Tuesday
Rev. J. F. Heino; clarinet solo, H jal
visiting
relatives
In
Boston.
this was bought by Samuel Pepys on
week vacation here, have returned
Miss Ruby Sylvester, who is at- ant^ enjoying the scenic ride around to Billerica, Mass. They were accom mar Nelson; song, members of orches
May 27. 1667; “but," writes Pepys “it
Is like to be so big th a t I shall not tending Normal School at Castine, the island were Mrs. Albert Carver. panied by his mother who will visit tra as a choir, led by Hjalmar Nelson
Berceuse" (Kehtolaulu), and "Sol
had a few days at home last week Mrs. Scott Littlefield, Mrs. Dewey relatives for a few weeks.
use It.”
• • • •
dier of the Cross," orchestra; piano
owing to the Teachers’ Convention. Brown, Mrs. Alfred Hall, Miss Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Cargill will
Harper & Brothers announce that She was accompanied by Miss Mary Hall.
solo. Miss Gertrude Mattson; 'cello
be at the home of W. L. Oracle dur
all first editions of the new volume of Mosely who was her guest over the
Mrs. E. A. Smalley entertained the
solo. Miss Sylvia Knuuttunen; song
ing the absence of Mrs. Clara Gracie.
poetry by Edna St. Vincent Millay, holiday. They returned to Castine Bridge Eight Wednesday night at her
Emil Ruhimakl. song, choir; violin
“Wine from These Grapes." to be pub Sunday.
solo, Miss Tyyne Peterson; O Promise
home at a Halloween party. The
A KICKER WHO H A S
C R IE H A V E N
lished on Nov. 1st. have been over
Me and Mlgnonnette, orchestra;
A Halloween social was held Friday guests when entering the door, were
NO KICK COMING—
subscribed. There will be a limited, evening a t the Library at Sunset as greeted by a witch. The rooms were
N ew s that she Is h e ir
The first snow squall of the sea march, orchestra; prayer, Rev. J. F.
to more than $1,000,000
autographed edition In two volumes, a get-together for the young peo resplendent with appropriate Hal
Heino.
son came Oct. 28.
probably makes M is s
set by hand in Lutetia type, specially ple and benefit for the Church Aid.
loween decorations of orange and
On Sunday at the same church be
K liska B alatkoia, C h i
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson and Mrs
imported from Holland by A. W.
Mrs. Frank L. Milan is home from black, the color scheme carried out in Charlotte Rhodes left last week for ginning a t 1 p. m. a program featur
cago chorus girt t h e
C A PIT A LIST P R A IS E S L A B O R —C o l Wood F
Rushmore of the Golden Hind Press, the Castine Hospital.
richest chorus girl in
candles, centerpiece bouquet and fa Malden, Mass., where they will spend ing selections by the orchestra; piano
A xton, president of th e A xton-F Isher T obacco
th e world She in te n d s
Madison, N. J., and printed directly
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Scott ^iave vors of orange baskets filled with the winter.
Co., a leading speaker a t t h e A m erican Federasolo, Miss Mattson; singing, male
remain a ch o rin e
from the type by the Harbor Press of returned from a motor trip to New
; tlon o f Iat bo r Convention, en d o rse s shortcandies. Black cats and witches were
The Boston smack was here last quartet; speech and pong, Emil
■j e r hour program. W illiam G reen, la b o r 'J
New York.
York State.
everywhere. A 6 o'clock supper was week and paying 22 cents for lob- Ruhimakl; 'cello solo, Miss K nuutu4p resident, at left, presided a t th e m eeting.
L E A D S NATION—
• • • »
Capt. and Mrs. Crockett Dowe of
I
B ill Shep h erd of
nen; violin solo, Mrs. Bjornholm;
George Bernard Shaw used to reply Oyster Bay. N. Y., are spending two served. Bridge featured the eve sters.
W e s te r n Maryland
ning's entertainment, favors being
Miss Mildred T urner attended the talk by Rev. Heino; singing by memdaintily in green ink on a postcard weeks a t their home a t Beech Hill.
w h o t o p s football
r
awarded to Mrs. Christina Christie Teachers Convention in Portland last j bers of orchestra remarks of thanks
to epistolary compliments, until he
N eorers — with 3----- »
Mrs. Percy Joyce and children are
g o a ls; 8 t o u c h 
week.
on behalf of the orchestra by Walter
found that they were being sold a t a In New London. Conn., where the and Mrs. Sada Robbins.
d o w n s ; and 9tidy sum for the signature. Now family will spend the winter, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Young and Leppanen; prayer,
p o ln ts a fte r touch
Furniture and household goods of daughter Katherine have returned
he seldom replies, and when he does, Joyce having employment there.
Many have expressed appreciation
d o w n s —to ta l of 57
Henry Erickson will be sold at the home after a few days in Rockland and admiration of the orchestra proit Is through ,a secretary and there
_______ p o in ts.______
The high sohool teachers. Miss
home Friday and Saturday, Nov. 9
is no signature worth selling.
B A D OLD P I N
The Good Will Sewing Circle met gram, and hope that they will again
Margaret
Denton, and Walker and
• • «•
and 10—adv.
C a n ’t H u rt H e r
with Mrs. Elizabeth B arter and two have the pleasure of listening to their
Carl
Pickering
attended
the
Teachers'
T u m m y Now ! — A
Cornelius Greenway who has been
inspiring music in the near future.
s a f e t y p I n swal
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinalha new members were adm itted to mem
a Rockland visitor in past years got Convention in Portland last week.
lo w ed b y little Ver
ven office upon arrival of the plane bership.
Shaw's signature after a hard tussle,
o n ic a Sullivan, of
Rex
Anderson
is
visiting
In
Union
Tuesday morning, Nov. 6 and remain
so the story is told. Mr. Greenway, it
B o sto n , w as lodged
M
ODERN
W
O
M
EN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain «od delay due
w ith Its point open
DISTILLER CRGKS TEMPERANCE— 11 1
until departure of the plane Wednes and Massachusetts.
might be explained, has one of the
to
colds,
nervous
strain,
exposure
or
similar
causes.
P effer, chairm an o f the Board of S ea g ra m 's,
Scott Simpson and Burt White Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills sro effective,
In h e r stom ach. Dr
day morning.—adv.
most famous collection of signatures
Burning sore.cracked.
T.
W
W ickham
sign in g the sta tem en t which started a n a tio n 
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bv
were in Rockland last week Friday.
and autographed pictures in this soon relieved,and healing aided
all druggists for over 45years. Ask for—A
p erfo rm ed a deli
w ide newspaper advertising drive (oi m o d 
Ten bucks will be given with every
Mrs.’ Ero Blom has been on a
with safe.soothingcountry. How he got these signa
eration Scores o f telegram s from lead ers a l l
c a te o p eration and
CHICHESTERS
PILLS
ten cent purchase all next week at gunning trip with a party of Rock
c lo s e d th e pin.
over the country are giving In stan tan eou a
tures and autographed pictures and
support tv th is bold stroke
Perry’s Market.—adv.
land friends.
'TNI
SHAMP” .
to learn w hat fabulous offers have

Sweeten Breath by
Purifying Your System

D r.TruesElhdr

r

itching toes

R e s in o ir

E vety-O ther-D ay
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Legal Notices

Probate Notices

In E verybody’s Column

;

FOR SALE

;

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements in this column not to
STATE OF MAINE
The Bingville Band that made a ■
Ralph Murray has returned from
To all persons Interested In cither of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
County of Knox •«
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Camden Community Hosital where he
hit in the recent minstrel show of the 1
To the Honorable Justice of the Su the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. tional lines five rents each for one time.
Court next to be holden at RockBEST dry hard wood for sale Cord
has been an appendix patient for tide perior
Wlliiams-Brazier Post was entertained
10 cents for three times. Six words fitted,
’and. within and for raid County, on the In and for the County of Knox, on the make
$10 Dry slab wood $7. Kindling
a line.
16th day of October In the year of our
$115 ft HASKELL BROS.. Water St.
past three weeks. Although still con second Tuesday of Februarv. A D 1935. Lord
at supper Tuesday evening by Mrs.
one thousand nine hundred and [
Respectfully represents Frederick H.
Tel 29-M.
132-tf
fined to the bed his condition is Moore of Thomaston In said County of thirty-four apd by adjournment from
Matie Spaulding a t her cottage at
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Knox, th at he was lawfully married to day to day from the 16th day of said 1
Holiday Beach. A fine supper was
chickens
and
fowl,
call
PHTER
ED
showing steady improvement.
Janet Chalmers of Belfast In the Countv October the following matters having
WARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland.
131-tf
M Waldo and State of Maine at said Bel been presented for the action thereupon
provided and "Michigan," and social
Mrs. Ralph Blakley entertained fast
on the 23th day of February A D. hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby OrALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
conversation sped the time. Members
1920. by George C. Boom, Minister of l dered:
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Monday evening at three tables ol the
Gospel; th at they lived together as j That notice thereof be given to all
131-tf
of the band present were Mrs. Loring
bridge in honor of her guests Mrs lusband and wife at said Belfast and at persons Interested, by causing a copy of
YESTERDAY afternoon small gold
TEN TCN hay. Brunswick pool table.
Lynn.
Massachusetts,
from
the
time
of
watch,
black
band
lost.
Reward.
Leave
'
Orff. Mrs. Edgar Libby. Mrs. Faye
’•••ek**
30 pullets laying. 12x16 sidewall te n t for
Florence Johnson of Chestnut Hill their said marriage until about the fif i th** o - ’e- to be
In The Courier-Gazette, a at COURIER-GAZETTE office. 130-132 ] sale. W C. BUBER. Warren. Mr. Tel.
Stetson. Miss Blanche Pryor. Mrs.
day of August. 1926; that there ; successively
P a, and Mrs. Fred Cooper of Jersey teenth
$10.00
REWARD
for
return
of
Brief
newspaper
puoilshed
at
tuxicanu
m
salu
i
6-31.___________________________ 132*137
have been born two children of snld
that they may appear at a Pro Case taken from car at Hotel Rockland. 1 POTATOES, turnip:., 60c a bushel;
Helen Hahn. Mrs. Josephine Stone,
City, N. J. Honors went to Mrs. John marriage, namely. Ruth Margaret, aged County
Oct
25.
No
questions
asked.
THOMAS
’
bate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
Rockland.
citron l ’2c a pound. WILBERT
ten years, and Audrey Rebecca, aged
Mrs. Carrie Smalley and Mrs. Charles
130-132 ; squash,
son and Robert Rollins with Mrs hlrteen years: that your libelant has ' on the 20th day of November A. D. 1934 KANE. Hotel Rockland.
A. MANK, Waldoboro, Me
132*134
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be
BROWN
bill
fold
lost
Saturday
eve
ilways
conducted
himself
towards
his
Smith.
THREE
Jet
black
Cocker
Spaniel
Elmo Crozier receiving low score.
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause.
ning between Tenant's Harbor Oarage beauties. Price right. One Great pups,
said wife as a faithful, true and affec
Dane
Mrs. Edna Young, Mrs. Ora Wood
MARY E CHESTER, late of Owl’s Head. ; and A. A: P. Market. Rockland. Reward. pup, $2. DR. SHEKMAN. Tel. 598-W
William H. Shea of Bath, enroute to tionate husband, but that his said wife
being unm indful of her marriage vows deceased. Will and Petition for Probate ARNOLD ANDERSON, Glenmere.
132*134
cock, Mis. Shirley Williams. Mrs.
Belfast, called on friends in town ind obligations, did. on or about the thereof, asking that the same may be
130*132
SLIGHTLY used 15 h. p 230 volt. 3
Mtld 15th day of August. 1926 desert proved and allow’ed and that Letters
Katherine Risteen, Mrs. Edith Clark.
BUNCH of keys lost Friday between J phase
Thursday.
cycle A C. General Electric Mo
.our libelant without cause and went Testamentary Issue to Colby H Chester of Simonton
Corner and Beauchamp Point i tor lor60sale
w ith starting compensator.
parts unknown to him. since which Elkins Park. Pa., he being the Executor W E TOLMAN.
Mrs. Olive Fales, Mrs. Emma KalSouth
Hope
130*132
'
Howard Morris of Fairhaven, N.'J. *o
For price Inquire of LANE & BROWN.
time he has never seen or heard from named In said Will, with bond.
loch and Mrs. Anna Brazier motored
SUARE-ENDED skiff, found adrift Vlnalhaven, Me
132-137
sales manager of the Riegel Texiilc her; th a t her residence Is unknown to
FRANK W COLLINS, late of Rockland, j off Pemaquld. Owner may have same by
vour libelant and cannot be ascertained
TWENTY tons cultivated hay for sale,
to Union Tuesday evening and in
Co., was an overnight guest Wednes by reasonable diligence; that there Is deceased Will and Petition for Pro- ■proving property and paying expenses. also
straw. Empire milking machine and
collusion between your libelant and bite thereof, asking that the same may J C. CUNNINGHAM. A. C. McLoon's General
unision with two other auxiliaries
Electric 1 h. p motor GEORGE
day at the home of Mrs. Minnie io
be proved and allowed and that Letters Wharf
130-132 ! E REDMAN.
his said wife to obtain a divorce
Morse's Corner Thomaston.
were installed as officers of the auxili
Tejtamcntary
issue
to
Clara
J.
Collins
Wherefore he prays th at the bonds of
Crozier.
NOTICE
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
of
,
________________131-133
Maine
matrimony now existing between him of Rockland she being the Executrix deposit book numbered 18556. and the I
ary of Williams-Brazier Post.
named
In
said
Will,
without
bond.
GOOD dry hard fitted wood. $9 cord;
The Senior Class R.HS. held a Hal- ind the said Janet Chalmers Moore may
cwner of said book asks for duplicate In mixed
wood, $7. FRANK V. ERICKSON.
dissolved by divorce, and that he may
Services at thb Baptist Church
ADELLA F VEAZIE. late of Rockland, accordance with the provision of the R 1. Box
'loween social at Town hall Thursday he
70. Thomaston
131*132
have the custody of his minor children. deceased
Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS
Will and Petition for Probate I State
Ruth
Margaret
Moore
and
Audrey
Re
Sunday: Bible School at 9.45; 11 a. m.;
evening with music by Stan Walsh's becca Moore aforesaid.
1928 4-PASSENGER Bulck. run 15.000
thereof, asking th at the same may be l BANK. By EDWARD J HELLIER. Treas
Rockland,
Maine,
Oct.
27,
1934.
miles.
Oood
condition.
Reason
for
sell
proved and allowed and that Letters
morning worship at 11. preacher
(Signed) Frederick H Moore
orchestra. Donald Welt was award
ing sickness. WILL T. PULLER. P le « Testamentary Issue to Edward R Veazle
Dated at Thomaston. Maine, this 26th •j cf
Joseph W. Strout, topic “The Radia
ant S t.________________________ 132*134
Rockland, he being the Executor
ed the prize for the funniest costums lay of October. 1°34
named in said Will, without bond.
PIGS, five weeks old. as large as most
tion of a Sweet Faith:" music "Praise
STATE OF MAINE
and Miss Winona Newton for th< County of Knox,
at eight weeks. Why pay such prices
ss
ESTATE FOSTER B SNOW, late of
the Lord" by Watson, also anthem
lor pork perhaps swill led. when you
prettiest, being dressed as an olc Subscribed and sworn to by the above North Haven, deceased. , Petition for
can have your own and know what they
named Frederick H Moore before me Administration, asking that Mervyn L
appropriate to Communion Sunday,
arc fed. Guernsey bull, registered, five
fashioned lady.
this 26th day of October. 1934
1 Snow of North Haven, or some other
mo old. will raise your fat quality of
"Come to Our Hearts and Abide," by
(Signed) ALFREDM STROUT (Seal) j suitable person be appointed Admr .
Mrs. Beulah Blakley, daughter Bar
milk In herd. ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's
Notary
Public
without bond.
Macy; response. "In Heavenly Love
SITUATION
wanted,
general
house'
Head, Me Tel 341-R
131-136
STATE OF MAINE
bara Richardson and guests, Mrs
ESTATE MARY F CHESTER, late of work and practical nursing by young
(L. S )
Abiding" by Brow’n; solo "The Living
TWO fox hounds for sale, also full
Owl's Head deceased Petition for Ad woman. Capable and thoroughly de blooded
GEORGE M C O H A N , beloved o f theatre audiences, comes to the screen
Fred Cooper of Jersey City, and Mrs Knox. SS.
Guernsey
bull.
20
m
onths
old;
God." C'Hara. by Mrs. Eaten, accom
Clerk's Office. Superior Court. ministration. asking that Cdlby H. Chester pendable. Write D. L. S.. care Courler- black loam and cow dressing
W
Florence Johnson of Chestnut Hill
of Elkins Park. Pa.. or some other suita Oazette.________________
■
130*132 ] BUTLER. Rockland. Tel 603-M W.
In
Vacation
in
a
film
version
o
f
his
own
mystery
melodrama,
"Gambling.”
131-133
panied by Mrs. Tripp, organist and
ble person be appointed Admr , with
Rockland. November 1 A. D. 1934
MIDDLE-AGED widow wishes position
Pa.,
motored
to
Portland
Friday.
NU-WAY oil burner lor sale. In
Marshall Bradford, pianist. Lord's
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. bond.
as housekeeper Write E. R . care of condition.
right. Apply MRS.
"Gambling," which comes Monday accused cf the crime, tried and ac Mrs. Johnson will remain there for a That the Libellant give notice to said
132-134 AROLINE C.Price
ESTATE HARRIET G LEVENSALER. COURIER-GAZETTE
Supper at the close of morning serv
GORWAIZ. 21 Green St .
lanet
Chalmers
Moore
to
appear
before
and Tuesday is described as a n at quitted. Dissatisfied with the way visit with her aunt, the others re our Superior Court to be holden at Rock- late of Thoma-ton. deceased Petition
Thomaston.
Me
129-134
UP
TO
$5000
00
each
for
old
coins.
We
ice; at 6 p. m. Young People's Society
for Administration. ,asking th at Levi pay the world's highest prices. Send
and. within and for the County of Knox •• S<
ural. human, swift and exciting story, the police and the district attorney- turning that night.
TWO Sayamode-Chow pups. $7 50 eaeli
avey
of
Thomaston,
or
some
other
dime
for
large
Illustrated
list.
ROof Christian Endeavor; at 7 o'clock
jn hte second Tuesday of February A D i suitable person be appointed Admr., with
If taken at once. Boston terrier pups
MANOCOINSHOP. Dept. 1619. Sprlng- ready
w ritten by George M. Cohan, have handled the case, the gambler
The Trytohelp Club will be enter 1935. by publishing an attested copy of j bond.
for Christmas, i l l Pleasant St
vesper service topic "Real Values.”
fleld. Mass_________________
132*It
said
Libel,
and
this
order
thereon,
three
becomes
his
own
detective.
He
plays
_______________________________131-133
America's first actor, and played by
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
ESTATE ALICE COBB TIBBETTS, late
WORK of any kind wanted, by capable
Miss Emma Gilchrest of St. George him on the stage for two years. the role of lover to two young women tained Monday evening at the home zette.
a newspaper printed In Rockland of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad- woman. MRS. INEZ CLARK. 468 Main | GUERNSEY cows and voung stock lor
in our County of Knox, the last publi ! ministration, asking that Edna Tibbetts Street._________________________ 131-133 j sale MRS. N. H. LITTLE, Warren. Me.
was a recent guest of her niece Mrs. C ohan is likewise th e sta r of the friends of the acquitted man, and cf Mrs. Hazel Cain.
___________________________131*133
cation to be thirty days at least prior Browne of Rockland, or some other suita
The
John
F.
Brauns
who
have
been
STEEL Letter Ftla wonted four-drawer,
J. M. Carney.
to cald first Tuesday of February next ble person be appointed Admx . without
finds a clue which he pursues to a
EgDHT TONS good hay for sale.
screen version.
24>iXl21,xlO
inches.
See
PERRY
at
his
occupying
Community
House
on
Me
that
she
may
there
and
then
In
our
said
FRANKLIN
G. PRIEST. Rockport.
'
bond.
• • • •
office__________________________ 132*134
Cohan's role is that of •, New York powerfully dramatic solution. Cohan chanic street for the summer, left court appear and 6how cause If any
_______________________________130*132
ESTATE
FRANCIS
J
D
WALSH,
late
she
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
Libel
MIDDI.E-AGED
housekeeper
wanted
Mrs. Lawrence Hahn did a kindly gambler, whose daughter elopes with is said to be superb in his quiet, easy,
MODEL A. Ford motor and transm is
of Rockland deceased Petition for Ad- for aged couple E D LINSCOTT. 73
lant should not be granted.
m :n is: rat ton. asking that James Coi.- Crescent St._____________________ I32*lt, sion. lor sale, good condition. BER
deed Monday night in giving a party a shicboard acquaintance a t Guaran effective performance of the gambler Friday for Montreal where they wli
OEOROE L EMFRY
NARD
COHEN. 35 Tillson Ave.. Rocknellan of Rockland or some other suita
Justice of the Superior Court.
visit before returning to Philadelphia
to Roger Creamer, an invalid, at his tiee and is murdered. T he lover is turned detective—adv.
CONVALESCENT pr seml-lnvalld to ‘kid.______________
131*133
ble person be appointed Admr.. with
(L S.)
care
for
In
my
home.
Large,
sunnv
frbnt
Regular meeting of Harbor Light
A tru e copy of the Libel and Order of i bend
KINEO C cookstove, $25; also one twohome on West Main street. She
room.
Excellent
care
NELLIE
F
Court thereon.
Chapter will be held Tuesday evening theA ttest:
ESTATE CARL E FOLSOM, late of OROTTON. 138 Camden St._____ 130*132 burner gas plate and oven. $6. cash. R.
found ready helpers in the Hawaiian I land. The case was investigated by
C. WENTWORTH, 239 Broadway.
Washington, deceased Petition for Ad
MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk
POSITION as housekeeper for elderly _________________ ____________ 130*132
At the Baptist Church *on Sunday
W a te r B o a tm e n , In se c ts,
ministration. asking that Gladys E Ben
trio, the two Sevons and Tabbutt, who I S tate Patrolman R A Foley.
132-S-138 nett of Oardner. M ass. or some other , couple or small family Prefer gcntleFITTED hard wood for sale. $10. Junks
proved real entertainers. Refresh
B r e a t h e U n d e r t h e W a t e r services will begin with church
suitable person be appointed Admx.. I man or for middle-aged lady. Apply $10: under cover 4 ft. wood $8 50 Tel.
Mrs. W. P Strong is spending the
i MYRTLE RAYMOND, 20 Myrtle St
without
bond.
257-3.
M LOPMAN
129*135
school
at
10
o'clock
followed
by
ments were provided. Present were
In lakes, streams and ponds, one
_______________________________130*132
weekend with relatives in Waterville
CAM DEN
ESTATE ELMER E AMES, late of MaRUG and knitting yarn for sale by
Mrs. Hahn, Miss Frances Jordan of
may see gray and black mottled In service of worship at 11 with chil
MEN—Sell
our
high
grade
garden
and
tlnlcus. deceased Petition for Amlnls- , field seed direct to planters. A good po- manufacturer. Samples and knitting
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson are 1
sects. These are the water-boat dren's story, "Barbara's Gift" and
Waldoboro. Ralph Davis, Robert
The subject of a night school for tratlon. asking th at Lena G Ames, of j sltlon with big Income Experience u n  directions free. H A BARTLETT. Harleaving Saturday for a visit to h is, men. They have the body flattened
or some other suitable per necessary. COBB CO.. Franklin, Mass.
128-139
mony. Me._______
sermon by Rev. G. F. Currier," See adults is receiving much attention Matlnicus.
Foster, A rthur Wyllie. Helen Vinal.
son be appointed Admx . without bond. J _____________________________
sister Mrs. J. C. Butler of Boston, j above, and swim upon the ventral
NSW ENGLAND upright piano for sale,
130*132
Elizabeth Pease. Roger greatly ap 
ing it Through." The Lord's Sup at present. Those desiring to attend
ESTATE ELISHA C. WALKER late of
AGENTS. CANVASSERS get our new good condltioti. $35 cash. MILDRED
From there they will go on to New surface. As they swim through the
130*132
deceased. Petition for Ad i wholesale prices. Spices, extracts, razor GRAFFAM, Rockport
preciated all their kindnesses.
per will be observed at the close ol should notify Charles E. Lord, supzr- Rockland,
water
the
body
of
these
Insects
Is
ministration
asking
that
Nellie
W
Bird,
York to visit a brother. Hollis Rob-'
blades, household Items. Past selling,
THREE upright pianos for sale, also
L. Emerson Smith and Miss Chris- |
Dorchester. Mass., or some other quality merchandise only. STANDARD used stoves and ranges In good condi
inson; then to Coldwater, Mich, to I almost completely enveloped in air. i the service. Christian Endeavor at 6 ii.terdrr.t of schools, as early as pos of
suitable person be appointed Admx., PRODUCTS. P. O. Box 140. Rockland
tion. We have large heaters suitable
An authority says:
p. m„ subject. "What is Right and able.
tine Moore have returned from Bos
without
bond
STONINGTON FUR
__ ____________________________ 131*133 to use In halls
visit a nephew- Vernon Robinson,
“The air is breathed by the in Wna pif, Wrong with America; ” leader
ton.
ESTATE
CLIFTON
C.
WALKER
late
Annual installation of the auxiliary
MAN wanted In this locality as direct NITURE CO. Tel. 980. Rockland
thence to Los Angeles, Calif., to visit
sects while they remain under the Miss Feme Whitney. A large at io Om Sona of Union Veterans will of Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad- representative of well known oil com ________________________________ 125-tf
Montpelier closed Thursday after a ' a sister. Mrs. Edwin Matthias. They
<nlnistration. asking that Nellie W Bird, pany to sell email town and farm trade
THE L. E GRIFFIN nouse at 25 James
water, and in good water it is puri tendance is desired. The regular
Dorchester. M ass. or some other j Big business right now taking orders S t . Rockland for sale. Hardwood floors
successful season. There has been a will be accompanied by Mrs. Leona
be held at MeguntTcook Grange of
suitable person be appointed Amx. for Immediate and spring delivery Ex electric lights, large lot
fied by contact with the fine par
Priced right
large increase in the number of visit Beckett who is going to San Diego.
perience not necessary. No Investment Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland Me
ticles of air scattered through the Sunday evening service will be omit "all. Net’. 9 George S. Cobb Camp without bond.
required
Chance
for
Immediate,
steady
_________________
26-tf
ted on account of a union service at of Camden and Ar.derton Camp of
ESTATE GEORGE V HANLY. late of Income Write P T. WEBSTER. General
ors.
Calif., to make a visit to her son.'■ water, so that the insects can
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad Manager. 631 Standard Bank Building.
FOR
SALES
VALUES:
Fine
granulated
West
Rockport.
On
Wednesday
the
breathe their coats of air again and
Rockland, are invited.
Mrs. Luther A. Clark and Mts. Frederick Sawyer.
ministration. asking that Adelaide M Cleveland. Ohio.
132* It sugar $5.03 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs $1.31'
Hanly. of Thomaston, or some other
again. This is the case, especially, Ladies' Circle will have their regu
Squire's fancy lean smoked shoulders
Rossie Roundy visited Mrs. Alton
Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Arey leave suitable
• a a •
person
be
appointed
Admx.,
14c lb : slack salted fish 10c lb.; maca
when they are in their favorite at lar all-dav meeting in church parlors. Sunday for Me'.b;urr.e. F’.a , where with bond.
Chadbourn of Harmony a few days
roni and spaghetti 10 lb box 89c. 20 lb.
St. John's Church
titude, anchored near the bottom of Thursday at 7 p m , prayer meeting
box
$149: pure or compound lard 4 lbs
ESTATE EVA D SNOW, late of Rock
;he cast week. They also spent Sun
they will spend the winter.
50c ; fancy molasses 6-c gal ; seeded
land. deceased. Petition for Distribu
a pond. Here they will remain fot
In accordance with request of Sec
raisins
4 pkg. 35c: salt mackerel 20 lb.
day at the home of Mrs. Hiram
Mr. ar.d Mrs. William G. Stover of tion presented by Harry E Wilbur, of
a long time, clinging to some ob followed by choir rehearsal.
tub $1 49; granulated meal 10 lbs 39cRockland. Admr d.b.n.
retary of the Guild of All Souls. NaMichaels in Belfast.
A
new
feature
has
been
introduced
rolled
oats
5 lbs. 25c; soda crackers 2
Lewiston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ject by their forelegs, and with
ESTATE MARY E DOW. late of Wash
i tional Organization of the Episcopal
lbs. 29c: salt pork 15c lb; native John
their hind legs stretched out side at the high school beginning this Fir.lay Calder. Trim street. Tonight ington. deceased. Petition for Distribu
WOULD LIKE to exchange carrots for son and yellow eye beans 10 lbs 79c;
Mr and Mrs. Aaron Clark were j Church, special guild requiems will
tion presented by Clara S Overlock, of cabbages. V. E. HILLS. Tel. 1-3 Warren I>ea beans 5 lbs. 29c; Purity salt 10 lbs.
ways; these they move frequently week.
Each Friday morning a Mr. ar.d Mrs. Calder entertain in Washington. Admx d.b.n.c.t a
dinner guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs. , be said on the 16th and 28th of the
12JLI31 19c: 50 ft clothes line 39c; motor oil 2
as
when
swimming.
The
result
of
ESTATE LIZZIE K BLACK, late of
period will be devoted to a program of their honor at d.nner and bridge.
PIGS KILLED Good work, prompt gal. can 93c; rolled roofing $125 roll:
Louie Jacobs at East Belfast.
' month at 9 a. m.
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
Final
this movement is to cause a current
cervlce. MASON JOHNSON, Pleasant axe handles 29c: shovels all sizes 75c to
presented for allowance by Gardens. Tel. 912-W.
Mrs. Maude Silva and daughter arc
120*132 85c. long handled spades $149 Dlrlgo
Regular St. John's food sale will
of water to pass over the coat of readings, music, etc., the various Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson account
Lora M. Chesley. of Thomaston. Exx.
! roof paint $125 ga’; Carbollneum $1.35
classes
alternating.
The
program
and Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury.
visiting Mrs. Silva's father Gilman take place 2 30 o. m. Saturday at , air, and purify IL" They rist
LADIES - Reliable hair goods at Rock gal ; White Rose Flour 99c bag. $7 85
ESTATE AIGNZO J NASH late of Rock
land
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
Lt.
Mall
orders
hbl ; Stovers Pride $1 15 bag, S8 90 bbl;
this
week
was
given
by
members
of
land.
deceased.
First
account
presented
quickly
to
the
surface,
when
they
There
will
be
a
'
Farm
Bureau
Stone.
! Walsh's store. Special orders may be
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Pillsbury; Best $1 19 bag; Occident
loose their grip on the object te the Senior Class and consisted ol meeting at Grange hall next Wed by Lillian E Smith. Admx
131-tf $1.29; corn, cracked corn and meal $183;
The Y P S. of Christian Endeavor sent to Mrs. Robert A. Watts. Mrs.
ESTATE MARY E HILLS, late of
;
Farmers
Favorite dairy feed $1 88; Mora
which they have been holding, n* reading by Gertrude Havener; songs. nesday. commencing at 1030, subject, I,Union, deceased. First and Final ac
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
rad a delightful time at their Hal- Albert Hall and Mrs. Grace Payson.
Less dalrv feed $198. Stover's egg
count presented for allowance by Her order. Keys made to fit all locks when |j For
they are lighter than the water, un Flora Wellman; violin solo. Raymond
mash
$2.25;
More For Less egg mash
"Christmas Suggestions." The meet bert S. Hills of Union. Admr.
.oween party in the Baptist vestry
Services Sunday will be those of
original keys are lost. House. Office or with Nopco XX oil $2 35 Native potaless they prevent themselves front
I
Car.
Code
books
provide
keys
for
all
Snow,
and
a
guessing
game
by
Vir
ESTATE
MARY
E
DOW.
late
of
Wash
■
toe:.
15c
peck
49c bushel Native Fresh
ing will be in charge of Mrs. Lettie
Wednesday evening. Jack o' lanterns , 23d Sunday after Trinity. They are:
doing so by swimming. They of"”
ington. deceased First and Final ac I locks w ithout bother 8clssors and ; Eggs. 39c dozen. Warehouse hours—
and other seasonable decorations 9 a. m, Holy Eucharist followed by
count presented for allowance by Clara i Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea Open daily until 6 p tn., Saturday eveBagley.
lloat on the surface of the water ginia Noyes and Doris Hall
Overlock, of Washington, Admx. sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.. I nlngs until 9 p. m Deliveries anywhere
A Halloween party was held Wed
and can leap Into the air. and fly
were displayed Refreshments were ' church school session; 7.30 p m, eveMss. C. Kendall Hcpkins enter dS b.n.c.t.
j Main St.. Rockland Tel. 791
131-tf wanted. STOVER FEED MFG. CO on
away.
They
feed
upon
other
In
nesday
evening
at
the
home
of
Miss
ESTATE
EVA iD. SNOW, late of Rock
,
nir.g
prayer
and
sermon.
tained the Friday Club this week at
served.
NOTICE: Seized lor violation of the track at 86 Park St. Tel 1200. 131-133
sects, and their eggs are laid on Vera Easton when she entertained for
land. deceased First and Final account Tariff Act ol 1930 3 cases of Alcohol from
• • • •
her home.
presented for allowance by Harry E Wll- a Ford V-8 Truck, stake body, canopy
water plants.
Ten
bucks
will
be
given
with
every
Misses
Barbara
and
Virginia
Noyes,
covered. Maine License XZ-164 while In
Special meeting of American Legion bui of Rockland. Admr. d b.n.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
ESTATE LUCY PECK SPEAR, late of the vicinity of Brunswick. Maine. Oct.
j ten cert purcha-e all ifext week at
the occasion also being a farewell Auxiliary Nov. 6.
Wednesday with supper at 6. The
•Rockland, deceased Second and Final 16th. 1934. and operated by persons un
presented for allowance by known; any person claiming this Alco
Capital of the United State*
party for Philip and L. True Spear.
Annual installation of Amity account
speaker of the evening will be F. A ! Perry's Market.—adv.
Charles T. Smalley of Rockland Admr. hol m ust file claim and give bond at
Several
experiments
were
madt
Jr.,
who
leave
soon
for
Palm
Beach
Lodge. F& A M , will take place Nov.
Winslow of The Courier-Gazette.
ESTATE FRANK R LEIOHTON. late of Customs Office at Rockland. Maine, with
AT 24 Crescent St., seven room house
JOLLY HOBO PARTY
in naming the capital of the Unit Fla., for the winter. Those present
Union, deceased. First and Final ac in twenty days from Nov. 3. 1934. other
3.
at
7.30
o'clock.
The
installation,
J. Russell Davis and sister Mrs.
count presented for allowance by Ella wise the goods will be forfeited to the to let. flush toilet and lights. $12 per
ed States until the present one be
■
month,
water free. TEL. 1162-R eveU
S.
Government.
JOHN
H
DOOLEY
I
Leighton.
Exx
Collector of Customs.
132-S-138 i Lings_____________ ___________ 132*134
Frank Hallowell motored to Boston
came fixed. I-’rom the beginning were Gertrude Havener. Phyllis whic hwill be public, will be followed
One of the nuique social features
ESTATE ELLA G DEARBORN, late of
Crockett.
Beatrice
Lane,
Catherine
by
cancing
ar.d
refreshments.
until 1S71 the following names
SIX room upstairs tenem ent to let
Union. Deceased First and Final ac
Wednesday to accompany their mother was the jolly hobo caTty given byFRANK BUTLER 155 South Main St.
were used: "The Federal City." Annis, Helen Cripps. Marguerite BuzCapt. Ralph Berry and family are count presented for allowance by Clark
to a hospital. Mrs. Davis has been Mrs. J. D. Akers at her r.ewly pur
A. Dearborn. Exr
I ___ _____________ _____________ 132-134
"City of Washington, District cf zell. Flora Wellman, Doris Hall, Vir at Oyster Bay, L. I . for the winter
ESTATE MARY F TURNER, late of
FOSS HOUSE Heated front rooms to
troubled for somem time with a pain- J cha.ed Broadway home. Guests
Columbia," "City of Washington ginia Noyes. Barbara Noyes, Vera season.
Appleton, deceased First and Final aclet. $3 up. 77 PARK ST Tel. 330.
ful finger and the visit to the hos numbering twenty came in hobo coscc.'unt
presented
for
allowance
by
Charles
_______________________________
131-tf
Territory of Columbia," “City oi
Mrs. Nellis B. Foster has closed her B Miller. Admr. c.t a.
ATTRACTIVE lower flat at the Cor of
pital is to find the cause and apply tumes, prizes for which were award
nshington," without reference t« Easton. Earle Payson. Stuart Rhodes.
ESTATE RACHEL A POWELL JACOBS,
Oak and Union Sts., five rooms, bath,
the district, "Washington, D. C.,* Maurice Miller. Aubrey Wentworth. estate on the Belfast road and re- lste of Appleton, deceased. First and
the remedy.
ed, Henry Jordan, Ray Eaton, Ralph
gas. electricity, furnace, hot. cold water,
Final account presented for allowance
storm windows, doors, set tubs. Should
Roy
Morong,
Edward
Noyes,
Philip
and
simply
“Washington.”
In
1871
I
turned
to
New
York
city
for
the
The steam dredger has arrived and Trim and Pete Proctor for the men;
by Maurice S Powell of Bridgewater.
be seen to be appreciated. Garages for
the municipal charters of Washing Spear. L. True Spear, Jr. Punch, cake winter.
Mas;.. Admr.
rent. Inquire MRS. CHARLES LEWIS,
started work, commencing at the Point and Mrs. R. H. Trim, Mrs. Ray Eaton
ton and Georgetown were revoked and sandwiches were served.
22 Orient S t____________________J32-tf
ESTATE ALLEN F LEONARD, late of
Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mrs. C. W.
Camden, deceased. First and Final ac
of Rocks and working up river.
by congress and there ceased to b»
SIX ROOM second floor flat with bath
The annual installation of St.
count presented for allowance by Emma
W A LD O B O R O
tc let. adults only. Inquire LILLIAN
Proctor
for
the
wowe-n,
Mrs.
Guy
any
difference
between
Washingtor
V. Davis of Uoion. Admx.
The Friendly Club will meet with
BICKNELL.
82 Llmerock St
131*133
and the District of Columbia so fat Paul's Lodge. F.&A.M, will be held
HENRY BRADFORD RICHMOND, late
SIX room house, furnace,- lights and
Miss Anna Dillingham next Wednes Carver as a late arrival was award
Fiftieth Return Of The Day
Nov.
7
with
D
D.G
M.
Leroy
Chatto
as
of
Rockport,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
ns
government
and
laws
are
con
garage
Rent reasonable EVA AMES.
day evening. There will be an elec ed a "epecial" for h er Maine poThe 50th wedding anniversary of for Probate thereof, asking th at the
Tel. 1293.____________
132*134
cerned. In 1921 President Hard , installing officer, assisted by Ralph
same may be proved and allowed and
BuRet lunch, games and cards
tion of officers.
ing's Thanksgiving proclamat!--: U. Clark as grand marshal and Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott was ob that Letters Testamentary issue to Eliza We want to again inform our neigh | TENEMENT at 9 Aroad St., to let. five
rooms and bath, with furnace heat, and
beth Richmond Kochs of Rockport, and
was "done in the Capital of t!.« G. F. Currier as grand chaplain The served last Saturday when five chil Alan
Warren Everett will leave Monday tato bag ccstume.
130*132
L. Bird of Rockland, they being the bors and friends and those who know I garage. TEL. 504-J.
lengthened
a
happy
evening.
United
States."
The
designation
Executors
named
In
said
Will,
without
| FURNISHED house ol six rooms and
dren and six grandchildren gathered
on his return to Clinton. N. J.
raised the question as to what th« following will be inducted into office: at the Scott home where a family din bond.
bath
at
79
Union
St
to
let.
MARY
L.
and desire good work .. . th a t we have
William Hall arrived home on a
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD, Es
i SKAY Tel 961-W_____________131-133
ollicial name of the national capi. Lawrence Miller, W M ; E. Samuel
Ten bucks will be given with every
quire.
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
the newest and most efficient portable
weeks’ vacation from the yacht
HOUSE at 107 Broadwav to let. gas.
tai should be. Accordingly an exec Dow. senior warden; W. Leman Ox- ner party featured the occasion.
County. Rockland. Maine.
ten cer.t purchase all next week at
shed, garage. DELIA YORK.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott (Rose Acker Attest:
machinery for cleaning and polishing electricity,
"Rene," Mr. Sloan owner. The yacht
utive order was issued designating ton. Jr., warden; Charles W. Jenkins.
Tel.
904 -J______________________ 131-133
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
"The City of Washington" as the 1treasurer; Harold S. Davis, secretary; man) were married in the home town
is being fumigated at New Lonroi, Perry's Market.—adv.
work in the cemetery and for letterTHREE furnished . heated rooms for
light housekeeping, private bath. Apply
ollicial name of the capital of the
of Mrs. Ecc.t, Bloomfield. Vt.. Oct.
Conn., and put in order for cruising in
ing. Our lettering is done by the 65 NORTH MAIN ST Tel. 261-J. 131-tf
Charles
E.
King,
chaplain;
J.
Carlton
United States.
Notices of A ppointm ent
27, 1884. but for 26 years have lived
southern waters during the winter.
WILL let five rooms of my house, elecDavis, marshal; Cecil Annis senior
'Spacerite" System which insures ac ‘ tricity
MICKIE SAYS—
available., Chance to keep 50
in Waldoboro where Mr. Scott has
Mr. Hall is third mate.
I.
Charles L. Veazle, Register of Pro
deacon Russell Staples, junior deacon;
hens,
also cows Rent $5 per month.
for the County of Knox, in the curacy and satisfaction.
—
been interested in lumbering and bate
GEORGE E REDMAN. Morse’s Corner.
Services at the Federated Church
T h e G olden R ule
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
th
at
in
Ernest Wentworth, senior steward;
Thomaston, Me
131-133
"Therefore, all things whntsoevei Fred H. Holbrook, Junior steward; road building and more recently m the following estates the persons were
on Sunday: Church school a t 9.4b
SMALL ©ITN EDtTORS GET
TWO MODERN six room tenements
appointed Administrators. Iltecutors. And all this is by motorized machines
LO
TS
O'
CREDIT
PER
LEAVItl'
ye
would
that
men
should
do
tc
the blueberry business. Their chil Guardians and Conservators and on the
to let. 52-52'j Summer St. Central lo
a. m.; morning service at 11, subject i
cation. OH burners, garage privilege.
OUT LOCAL SOAklDALS, BUT
you, do ye even to them, for this Orris Burns, tyler. Following the in dren now living are Mrs. Lewis Camp- dates hereinafter named:
. . . to cut costs and time.
“The Unhidden Light.” The music
Apply MRS A. C McLOON. 33 Grove
MOST O i n ' CREDIT GOES
I is the law and the prophets.” These stallation adournment will be made feel! of Bath, N. H„ Walter Scott of CHARLES S. PARSONS, late of North
St. Tel. 253-M. City_____________ 129-tt
Haven, deceased. October 16. 1934. Carrie
will include “Do Not Pass Me By,"
TO TH' REAPERS OF SMALL
j are the words of what is popularly to the banquet hall where entertain
A. Parsons of North Haven, was appoint
At 49 Park St . Rockland, lower tene
UEWSPAPERS, BECU2. TWE7
by Lawrence. Sacrament of the Lord's
known as “the Golden Rule," says ment will be provided and refresh New York, Ivan Scott of this town, ed Exx.. and qualified by filing bond on
ment of five rooms, to let, with flush
toilet, electric lights. TEL. 73. ThomSupper will follow the morning serv
O. It. Turner in the Kansas City ments served. Music by Fish's or Melrcs; Scott of Gardiner, Arthur B. same date.
aston.___________________ ______129-tf
PAUL J. GTAALESEN late of Owls
; Scott, principal of Morse High School Head,
, Times. They are St. Matthew's
ice. The evening address will be g iv -;
deceased. Octos “T 16. 1934. Min
FOUR ROOM apartm ent to let. All
chestra.
quotation from Jesus’ Sermon on
i of Bath. Clifton Scott of Woolwich. nie M. Staalesen of O * Head, was ap
modern conveniences, and garage. MRS.
en by Rev. John Fitzpatrick, whose j
Word has been received of the sud ! and Mrs. Arthur Hatch of Sanford. pointed Exx.. without . ond.
A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Phone 576.
the Mount and are the essence
TUOMASION
7/zlwz/
EAST
UNION
subject, appropriate to teh Spurgeon
________________________________ 113-ff
ALBERT E MANK. late of Rockland,
around which Christianity is woven den death at a Portland hospital of ! They also have grandchildren num dtceased.
October 16. 1934. Herbert E.
TENEMENT at 38 Mechanic St. to let,
Centenary, will be “Spurgeon: P rince'
Blit they express a philosophy nol Miss Polly Stevens, -who has fre
Mank of Waldoboro, w.is appointed Exr..
electric lights, flush, reasonable rent.
bering
19.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
are
without
bond
THOM
A/TON
1
8
5
4
of Preachers."
Inquire
176 MAIN ST. Tel. 874-W.
original with Christ. Five hundred quently visited at the home oi Mr. and
LUCINDA C CLIFFC7.D. late of Cam______________________________ 124-tf
interested in church activities and
years earlier Confucius gave to the
Rev. J. L. Strout and Mrs. John I
den. deceased. October 16. 19 4. Aubrey
Mrs. C. A. Barbour, Pleasant street.
SIX ROOM house on Oak S t, all mod
also belong to several lodges.
world this message: "Be always
S Heal of Camden was appointed Exr .
Hewett were knocked down and
ern. to let. Apply' ALBERT S. PETER
without bond.
kind, and act toward others as yon
SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
131-tf
severely injured by an automobile
ALMON W RICHARDS, late of Rock
Ten bucks will be giver, with every port.
would want them to act toward
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
deceased.
October
16.
1934.
Burton
driven by Miss Ann Jacobs, as they
hot and cold water, electric lights, gas,
you."
ten cent purcha e all r.ext week at F. Richards of Camden, was appointed
bath and hot water hcaS. 47 North Main
Admr. without bond.
were leaving the 5.15 p. m. bus from
A n A d . In T h ese
St. FLOYD L. SHAW. Tel. 422-R.
Perry's Market.—adv.
FANNIE C. NICHOLS, late of Warren,
___________________________ 121-tl
Rockland. Mr. Strout was taken to
deceased October 16. 1934. Flora N. BlackAlbinism
AT 14 Summer S t, unfurnished apart
Columns W ill
Sel!
lngton of Warren was appointed Admx.,
the Knox Hospital where it was found
"The Red Cross mission as it came without
ment to let Delco heat, bath, garage.
bond.
Of the many Interesting cases of
Apply
14 SUMMER ST, left hand bell.
one leg was broken. Mrs. Hewett re 
I to us out of the past, as we use it
LEVERETT D. NEWHALL, late of Ten
l albinism, one of the strangest oc
_________________________ 120-tt
A n y t h in g From a
RADIO SIGNAL BEACON
ceived a bad cut in the head and face
! today, and as we guide it into the ant's Harbor deceased. October 16, 1934.
curred In Africa a number of years
MY HOME to let. with or without
John O Newhall of Milford. N. H . was
lease, all modern, steam heat, (oil burn
was cu t in several places. She was |
Admr., without bond. Weston
ago. A negro couple had three
N eedle to an A nchor.
“Stops You At the Stations of the I future, has been, is, and must always appointed
er). rent reasonable. Apply on premises.
Rivers
of
Tenants
Harbor,
appointed
I white and three black children in
attended by Dr. A P. Heald in h er J
be. greater than sectarianism, poli Agent in Maine.
MRS. J. D. AKERS, 38 Llmerock St.
World”
i the following order: The first and
_______________ i _ _ _ ________
131-tf
home. Replying to an inuiry this)
tics, racial or economic limitations." JOSEPH W CUSHMAN, late of Friend
W h at D o Y ou W ant
deceased. October 16. 1934. Albert
MODERN tenement at 157 Talbot Ave.
second were black buys, the third
This is the statement of James L. ship.
morning. Mrs. Hewett is doing as well
D. Cushman of Friendship, was appoint
Tel. 568-W. OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
and fourtli were white girls, the
___________________ ___________ 118-tf
Pieser, Vice Chairman of the* Ameri ed A dm r. and qualified by filing bond
as could be expected. The motor car
to Sell ?
Hftti a black girl and the sixth wa>
October 23. 1934
THE SHEPHERD house to let, 14
can
Red
Cross;
it
is
the
policy
of
all
442
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND
.attest:
concerned in the accident is owned
a white boy.—Collier’s Weekly.
Berkeley St. Apply to MRS A E SHEP
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
HERD. 23 Myrtle S t, Ol A. S. BAKER,
Red Cross workers everywhere.
bv Mrs. Anita Cunningham of R ock132-5-138
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;
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H ouse-Sherm an, Inc.

W6 Malo St.

131-tt
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A public card party is to be given
at the Bok Nurses Home Thursday,
at 8 o’clock, for the benefit of the
CltlzenE' Civic Committee. Reser
(By the Pupils)
vations my be arranged with either
I
Mrs. John H. Flanagan or Miss Ellen
The fourteenth annual American j
Daly, or tickets may be procured
Gladys S t. Clair Morgan
Education Wqek with its general topic I
from Miss Madlene Rogers There
A nd the Season Is Short!
In addition to personal notes regardMrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Orrin F. will be tables for auction and con
"Education for tomorrow." will be
Ing departures and aarrivals. this depart
Smith
and
Mrs.
Mary
eizer
won
hon
m ent especially desires Information of
M ake the Most O f It!
observed Nov. 5-11. with a special
tract.
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. ors in bridge when the E T A lub met
I spent an interesting and enjoy- , daughter of Mr. and' Mrs. Guy Camp- evening session Wednesday, from 7.30
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
W e have C hrysanthem um s in w hite, pink, yellow
gladly received.
Wednesday afterrxon with Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Thorndike is at the able day in Portland when as guest bell of Mechanic Falls, on an in- t0 9 p. m., to which parents and
TELEPHONE ------ -------- ------- 770 or 7M Harry French, Rankin street.
of
Esther
S.
Rogers,
our
public
school
strument
similar
to
I
he
zylophene
friends
are
cordially
invited.
The,
and brow n
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody,
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had a festive tcuch in Halloween
Mrs. Abbie M. Richardson, Mrs. Haines. Mrs. Orissa Merritt and Mrs. precluding such activities. The Male ; Miss Pitcher herself and also several by Dorothy Frost, Calla Hickman followed by reports on the State
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Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard en terest for Knox County visitors as jjer'elfj we can well understand that
th e home of Mrs Harriet Dwinal.
Horace R. Booth, high-ranking where a Joint installation Including
Frank A. Winslow, city editor of
tertained at dinner Thursday night one of the boys was Earl Achorn ol £ji.» isjlcubly valuable in her services
Camden.
A Halloween party was given Tues
this paper, will be guest speaker at Junior at Brown University, has been Union, Thomaston, Camden lodges
for Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young Rockport.
adth c c Birchard & Co.
day night at Marlon Koster's home
next Tuesday's Armistice Day assem placed on the dean's list for the pres was held. These Camden officers
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson who at-Ingraham Hill. The guests were who leave about the middle of the
bly,
speaking on "Sixteen Years Aft ent semester. This honor entitles were installed by Mary Hodgkins of
Miss Pitch.j': parents. Mr. and
The mu :ic supervisors had luncheon
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mary Cassidy, Lucy Cassidy. Pauline month for a winter In Florida. Other
erward," a subject dealing with him to special privileges and freeH. W. Thorndike left Thursday for Quinn. Christine Quinn, Mildred guests were Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland at noon at the Chestnut Street Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher, now of Rockland's part in the World War ; dom frem some.routine requirements. Damariscotta, vice president of the
second cl.strict council: President.
West Palm Beach. F la. and will Payson. Charles Mitchell, Walter sleeper, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Methodist church, with Mr’s. Ethel Pittsfield, were Mr. Pitcher is superParents and friends will be welcome, i
make a short visit in Gray enroute. Williamson and Ralph Thompson. Emery, Mrs. Hattie Davies and G. Wardwell of Belfast president, presid visor of public school music, were re
. . . .
j Greek and Roman statuary is Hattie Cole; first vice president.
ing. There was r.o formal program, ceiving the “glad hand" on all sides.
They will be joined In West Palm Freddy Thompson, Richard Moody. B Butler.
A jolly Halloween Hop was given i wanted by the Latin department. Katherine Do*; second vice prerithe supervisors finding "shop talk" They are beloved figures in Maine,
Beach shortly after Dec. 1 by Mr. Lorren Bowley Irom Camden. Games
T Club was entertained last eve among themselves profitable. We all anti the service they haw rendered last evening in the gym by the J Perhaps some of these busts or oent, Hattie Sukeforth; secretary.
and Mrs. Thorndike.
seniors. Skeletons, witches, brooms otatues have been relegated to attics, Frances Thomas; treasurer. Helen
and refreshments were appropriate to ning by Mrs. Wesley Thurston.
were enchanted by the music made in public school music is beyond black cats, and seasonal festoons in which case the students of Latin Dougherty; sergeant-at-arms Sarah
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at the home cf Mrs. Esther Berman
-----members of the senior class andI Latin classroom.
served. Mrs. Roxie Whitehouse and
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surprise party for her mother. Mrs.
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Mrs. Edr a Dearborn, members of the
Mr Durrell's science, physics, and local order, attended.
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standing program at the Tuesday
nesday evening at her Holiday Beach Connellan. Mrs. Maurice Grisby, Mrs.
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coming from Cambridge for the
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having top scores. The table decora having highest score for the entire Tuesday night for inspection of
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tions and favors were in keeping with evening and Mrs. Banks lowest. Re Pegonia Chapter by district deputy the Diligent Dames Thursday after gerald. G'.cnicc Munro. Frances Celebrate Halloween
by Barbara as follows: Air pressure, showing
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INDIANS OF THESE MAINE COASTS
(Continued from Page One)
The rogue behind him fasten'd on each
arm

T hat God hath spared him from this
Indian crew
,
Foi to help them when they could noth
ing do.
Alter they had from foes escaped thus.
They sailed and came Into Mlntlnnlcus.
Nigh twenty four hours if not more.
They were a coming from the former
shore
Here they among the English find re
lief.
Who dress their wounds which ease them
of their grief
Their course for Ipswich town they nest
contrive
Where In few days their vessel did arrive.
Through so much danger misery and
pain.
They are returned to their friends again.
Thus have 1 summed up this traglck
scene
As from their mouths It told to me has
been.
No alteration but In some expressions
Us'd other words, then pardon such
digressions
Since I used such only for sake of verse.
Which might not lesa nor more than
truth rehearse.
*Your candid servant in thia poetrle
Described In letters two,
W. G.

Capt. R. S Patton, director of the And twltchd them back, the other two
with line
Coast and Geodetic Survey, announces Him pinioned, so thus they were conth a t the held parties which have been They ty'd said Daniel's legs, he could
not stand
engaged in control surveys along the Nor help
himself neither with foot nor
hand.
coast of Maine for the last two sum
They struck him many blows on face
mers. in connection with the modern
and head.
their long Indian knives they
izing of coastal charts for that area, And flourished;
Triumphing over them and saying. Why!
will close field work today.
You so stout man that you no Quarter
Operations will then be shifted to
cry?
Currituck Sound. N. C., with head
Tilton
quarters at Elizabeth City, and to the what mdlan mean to act so in this
St. Johns River. Fla., with headquar- Now
the English and
ters at Jacksonville.
French King?
The parties have been in charge of
Indian
Lieut. Kenneth G. Crosby. U. S. Coast Hah I no. me war. your Governor no good,
and Geodetic Survey, who had head- He no lov* Indl,ns me und« stood
• • • •
Tilton
quarters during the summer at Rock
"The Indians, no doubt, were
T(
j.
What
alls
you
now.
you
sturdy
Captain
land. Ellsworth and Machias,
15
Sam.
Per.tagoets, the word "cannibal" flung
planned next summer to continue the Do Indian now Intend to kill and cram?
at them several times in the ballad,
work northward to Eastport, and
Indian
is probably a mere rhetorical echo of
southward from Portland to Boston. We Governor Shute’s men kill and take.
P r o t e c t your fam 
Penobscot (All one) Boston prison make the old Tarantlne tales."
This work is the first step In mod You English men our Indian land enjoy.
Some authorities claim that the
ily ’s h e a l t h this w in 
They
no
surrender,
then
we
them
ernizing the charts of that coast
destroy.
Pentagoets and Penohscots were th e ; ter w ith a dependable
which at present are based princi Indian blmeby take Captain Westbrook's same tribe. The Tarantlnes or
F loren ce O il-burning
pally on surveys made many years some kiii. some captive take, th at Micmaoa, once a powerful and vicious
H eater. But that’s not
ago. when New England commerce
m atchet sport.
tribe, often accused of cannibaliism,
a ll. W h e n you buy
.
was carried in sailing ships.
On board them a young lad. and not
had retired from this section after
a F l o r e n c e H e a t e r or
,
confined
This field survey was made pos- They made him hoist the anchor to their their numbers had become greatly
R a n g e O i l B u r n e r you
sible by an allotment of $40,500 from Then ^ * ' r„ of thl, samf harbor rld
depleted by an epidemic of smallpox.
p rotect your p o c k e t b o o k
the Public Works Administration spe- In mighty trium ph none could them
It is also said that after this epidemic
forbid.
to o . Y o u g e t m o r e for the
"Z
CcF
cifically for the S tate of Maine, and So two of the black rogues in their many of the Tarantines affiliated
m o n e y — years o f c a r e f r e e de* **
is known as federal project No. 6 ol qd ahore they go to carry back the news. with the Penobicots, who because of
p en d a b le s e r v ic e — m axim um effie lw i
this allotment, about 75 per cent for 30 was but four of them on board rethis association had to bear some of
i
malnea
cien cy— m o r e h e a t a n d l o w u p k e e p
C irc u la tin g H e ater — heate,
the purchase of equipment and ma- j Of whom this favor Daniel then obtained the stigma of cannibalism." It Is
h u m id ifies , c ir c u la te s a ir ,
cost. F lorence oil-burning products are
about 6 ,0 0 0 cubic (eet, 4 or
terials such as trucks, signal building That he m ig h t'h iv ? th’e m '^ r t h r n S 'a t
5 open room s. Burners light
generally conceded th at cannibalism
b a c k e d by 62 years' exp erien ce and the
w
it h m a tc h . F in is h : ta n
What Our Lightkeepers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and By
lumber, sand. gravel, and miscel Mter ^
“ Se presently contrive,
“ P e p p e rto n e ” , nickel trim.
was practiced among some of the
service
o
f
reliable
dealers.
night. The Day's News From Many lonely Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.
laneous other items.
What method then to take to save their
tribes, some of the most conclusive
lives
Sec the n e w line o f oil-b u rn in g heat
While such surveys are made pri- while they were plundering so busily.
evidence of thia was discovered in the
ers
fo r every n e e d and purse— m odefn
He
saw
a
splitting
knife
tha
hat
was
near
Range O i l Burners in green
by
Portland Head
Pophain and return on a motorcycle of Suncook. N H . Ralph B Higgins. marily for chart making purposes
shell heaps at Deer Isle, Maine, by
and iv o ry , b u d and brown,
in style and finish. C om p lete u n i t s that
providing the essential skeleton To which he goes and turns his back Prof. Arlo Bates.
o r g ra y, w ith metal tank and
Mrs F. O. Hilt called Tuesday to and had t0 wear plenty of clothing to Mrs Sophia H Gatchell of Bath and
about
t w i n o n « * t u r n v a lv e s . 5
h
eat,
hum
idify,
and
c
i
r
c
u
l
a
t
e
the
a
ir
o th e r m odels.
*
Mrs. Frank W. Carlton of Woolwich. framework on which the shore lines Eyeing them wall, lest they should find
see Mrs. W. K. Jordan of South W ar keep warm.
t h r o u g h 3 to 5 open room s; com bina
Clifton Morong and Edward Black- Mrs Carlton is the wife of ex-Sena- and the water depths are located in And sho,mheou; orks Mld knlte lnt0 hls
ren at the Maine Eye & Ear Infirm
tio n heating-cooking cabinets; pow erful
their proper relation, they have obhand.
Ington went gunning in the vicinity of tor Carlton
With which he cuts hls line, but still
ary in Portland.
radiant heaters for liv in g room s, stores,
vious other uses. They are required
doth stand.
We
sent
our
mail
one
day
last
week
two of «ald Indians him eyed
sh o p s, etc.; p o r t a b l e kerosene cabinet
Mrs. Ira Tupper and daughter Cyn Fopham Beach last Saturday but did and on picking it up to tie in order in many engineering operations, as Although
pney did not know but he remained fast
heaters. See also the c o m p l e t e line o f
thia visiting the Hilts were dinner not have much luck as ducks are to send I noticed something peculiar, they furnish the basis for surveys and
ty'd
Two of said Indians were plundering.
f
range oil burners and the n ew oil-burn
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Thayer scarce. Better luck next time. boys,
and which had never happened be- maps of all kinds made by federal Down the forecastle while he did this
The appreciation and thanks of
j In spite of the lateness of the sea
thing.
in g kitchen ranges, w ith or
o w ithou t gas
Sterling.
fore in the years we have been In the State, county and city agencies and
son. visitors still come to view the
• • • •
the exiles from home are Justly due
to p burners.
service. We sen t a card to a sick by private corporations and lndiKeeper Myers and Assistant Keeper
!fort. A few days ago a lady who said
The
other
two
so
watchful
and
so
shy
our good friend Elmer for hls splenfriend.
one
on
th
e
arrival
of
a
baby.
J
viduals.
Carr of Ram Island Light were call[She was a relative of Sergeant Jones
congratulations on a marriage, s y m - 1 The Rockland members of the crew That he stands still waiting till he could did article in the Oct. 23 issue of The
eis on F. O. Hilt Tuesday morning.
J
j who was stationed at Fort Popliam
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son Robert during the war, called at the door to pathy to a friend who had lost his and who will go South with It, are a time when they did him not so much Courier-Gazette entitled. "St. George
mind.
!
mother, and a birthday card. I think Harrison P MacAlman, Graham
But when for plunder they to searching Now Has a Public Library”,
enjoyed an evening in Portland re -.
Mrs Mo:on» if s..e could show her that takes in all the uses of a greet
goes
Hills. Harold Colson. Norman Wolfe
cently with Mrs. Dow and members daughter through the fort.
Then hls contrivance presently he shows, j I hud the story in part, from leting card.
of Thomaston is also a member.
He to hls brother Jacob runs with speed. •
.
.
..
of the Good Timers' Club.
Mrs. Alonzo Morong and Mr. and
And cuts his line; now both of them are ters from the Harbor, from news
Tne coots are going to live a long
F. O. Hilt, Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Ira Mrs. Edward Blackington were retent time if they w ait for the people at
C ALIFO R NIA'S U P R ISIN G
The Indians now alarmed hereby.
items in the home town paper, and
In Indian language made a hideous cry. .
. ,
Tupper and childrtm called Monday . visitors in Bath, calling on Mrs. Mo- the Nubble to get them. It has been
Crying Chau hau. Cha hau. for they by word of mouth from the folks who
O IL -B U R N IN G
on the Elliotts at Cape Elizabeth Two rong's son and daughter-in-law, Mr. £0 lough and Siormy every weekend Literary Digest's Straw Vote Shows
espy’d
.
That both these Englishmen were g o t : have been summering there, but this
Upton
Sinclair
Far
In
the
Rear
Lights.
and Mrs. Clifton Morong.
that it has been impossible to go gununtyd.
Like roaring Lyons with an axe and is the first connected story I have
I was very pleased”to meet Fred and uir.g.
Robert Sterling, Jr., is enjoying the
knives.
Upton Sinclair, the Democratic Made violent assaults to take their lives i read concerning th e conception and
TEL. 260
freedom of his right hand, his broken Ethel Osgood in Bath recently. They ( While Charles Tracy was heme on
of But Ood who had determined to save.
are
the
son
and
daughter
of
Mr.
and
:eave
late'y
he
called
for
my
wife
nominee
for
the
governorship
RO CK LAND
492
MAIN
ST.
thumb having mended and he is back
Undaunted courage unto them he gave, carrying out Of the idea Of founding
they with such a manly confidence
Mrs. W. Osgood, their lather keeper in his new car and took her over to California, receives 36.857 votes and That
to drum lessons.
unarmed, stood ln their own de- Mary Elinor Jackson
Memorial
BACKED B Y 6 2 YEARS EXPERIENCE
his home in the village to dinner. So Frank F. Merriam, Republican nomi? Aitho fense.
.
Fred Sterlihg of Peaks Island was of Perkins Island Light Station.
And tho they had from these blood Library. Certainly all who in any
my
wife
got
a
ride
in
the
new
autonee
and
present
acting
governor,
reThe keeper and his family enjoy
thirsty hounds
|
*
guest Wednesday of his uncle Thayer
mobile and she said it was swell, ceives 90.060 votes in the final returns Received many dismal stabs and wounds, way made possib^ this splendid
reading
The
Courier-Gazette
and
bution by the Red Cross more th an
A PR O U D R E C O R D
Sterling.
the SLncere
After dinner they took her on a ride of the Literary Digest's statewide WhUcJ r ho!’r !>'tlrmlih bl0<Xt W,‘5 UP i Public ^ ^ te e
26.000.000 persons benefltted.
Wonder what has happened to light i especially item of interest which and tljen. after some shopping in the California poll on the governor, NO more th in Flea bite, they them thanks of the inhabitants of the town
minded not.
R ed Cross Has R esponded Support this great work with your
keepers and their letters. Here we sit come from North Haven and Vinal- village. Mr and Mrs. Tracy went to Merriam leads Sinclair 5 to 2.
Said Daniel still retain'd hls splitting of St. George. Some years ago I
haven
where
we
were
located
12
years
knife.
on the edge of a chair waiting for the
T o M any G rave N ational membership in the local chapter. The
Portsmouth and Mrs. E. J. Carle took
Raymond L. Haight, campaigning i who mmhiy piy'd the
and nt for I wa3 ln
public library at Peterroll call will start Nov. 11. Have a
Saturday Courier-Gazette and news
Mrs. Col: man to her home on a visit as a Progressive-Commonwealth can- ] „„.u
borough, N. H„ which when estabDisasters
Doubling
Point
Range
) With one hand fended off the Indian
Red Cross seal in your window.
along the coast. We know you have
ar.d then back to the Nubble. We dldate. received i6.8<)0 votes in the |
blows
fished in 1833, was the first free public
Miss
Vivian
Nye.
R.
N..
and
Miss
And
with
the
other
cross
the
face
and
paper, pens and ink. Come on, let's
understand th a t Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Digest poll
In the last 12 months the American
; library among English speaking
nose
DEER HUNTERS HAPPY
Deris Cowan. R N . have returned to are going to drive to Calais next
hear from everyone.
Los Angeles,
with more than a quar- | waf Cht^d^and“ga'shed* a^da?ohmuch ! people.
I*0?1*' For over 100 5-ears that has Red Cross responded in 78 domestic
Ange
their
duties
in
Boston
after
spending
month to visit Mrs. Tracy's grand
Mrs. Clyde G rant and Miss Cora
mangled
1been a source of great pride to the disasters in every part of continental May Now Pop At Their Prey In Any
ter of the state’s population and said
. ..
. .
, Bits of hls Indian scalp hung down In
Hilt of St. George while attending two weeks of their vacation a t the mother Mrs. Rachel Frost. We wish .to .be the central .battleground
inhabitants of th a t village. And in
of
the
strings.
station.
County—Knox Season Cloaca On
them a peasan t trip.
And blood run pouring thence as out of tha years to come the M. E. J. United States—gave relief to 119,000
the Teachers' Convention in Portland
current
campaign,
gave
Merriam
60.42
;
Spring,.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Webber of
November 30
Bob
Galloway's
mother
and
aunt
sufferers
in
163
counties.
It
was
an
last week were guests of F. O. Hilt and
Jacob said Governor so managed.
Augusta were weekend visitors here and Mrs. Lester Minard came to the percent of the Digest poll. Sinclair He was so m auld and beat, th at he so Memorial Library will be a source of
average
year
which
began
with
a
tor
family.
27.73 per cent and Haight 11.32 per
great pride to the inhabitants of St.
bled
recently.
Deer hunters may now tramp the
studio to meet us and Bob gave Mrs.
Hls Indian face and head with blood was
Willard Hilt motored to St. George
George. The folks at home, who have nado in Minnesota and ended with a
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt P.nkham. re- Coleman an enlarged picture of a cent. In San Francisco. Merriam gar- j
dy'd
woods
ln any county in pursuit of
with Mrs. G rant and Miss Hilt F ri tired light keeper of Yarmouth, spent , snap he took of my mother and me, nered 63 50
(Sec what comes of hls swelling Indian always lived there, don't know Just hurricane ln Mississippi. In between
cent of the vote
pride)
that
game.
The season opened T hurs
day of last week and was guest of Mr. Oct. 26 a t the station
how much we exiles think of our were forest fires in Virginia and Wis
my
and her father. It is a very
and Mrs. Earl Kinney.
day
in
ten
counties, following the
native
town,
or
how
we
like
to
keep
Collier Bcrmindvale recently land- good one and we ore some pleased Uharl.es mother came to call. She is Of him he eatch'd fast hold and up him
consin; floods in Pennsylvania. New
Mrs. John Cameron of Portland ed a cargo of coal at Ba th and re with it. The Circle members say they ®" -'cars ° ‘d and a very
pace with the outside world, especial,
brings
opening in the six other counties on
old lady.
vessel's side and overboard him
with two school teacher friends turned to Newport News, Va. A large are coining down to see us again next I had not seen her lor about seven Unto the
ly ln the matters of education, good Mexico, Colorado, Louisiana. Mass Oct. 16.
flings
achusetts, California. Oklahoma. Wis
visited the station Oct. 26 calling on oil tanker passed in by station 1 a. m. summer. We hope so. We know that -ears and bad J051 been asking about Then Daniel presently took Captain roads, beautifying the town, etc.
Counties which were opened for
Sam.
Mrs. Sterling. Mrs. Cameron lived Oct. 25 and another passed out 5 p. m Mr. and Mrs Minard are, sure. Uncle ber * ben she came in. Her husband, j And brought hls hand about hls Indian
Some of us had dreams of making consin. Oregon and Iowa; a malaria deer shooting Thursday were Andros
ham
here around 25 years. Capt. Cameron Oct. 28, names unknown,
Elmer is going to join the "Bene- wbo older, did not feel like taking And to the vessel side he nimbly goes
a fortune and building a town hall epidemic ln Louisiana; an oil tank ex coggin, Cumberland, Kennebec, Knox,
is now retired from the service.
j Considerable road construction dicks" this week. We wish them many tbe tr‘P tbat day as he had already And hls black carcass ln the water with room lor a public library, well,
throws.
plosion in Rhode Island; a mine ex Lincoln. Sagadahoc. Waldo and York,
Rev. O. J. Guptill and son and Mr. work is being done about town and happy years of married life. They traveled some distance With Mrs. Now by th is time behold Jacob hls Lady Luck Just didn’t smile on us,
to continue until Nov. 30. and ln H an
brother.
plosion in Missouri; a typhoid epi
Bowsfield visited the station last every man available is employed and certainly are wonderful people. Har - Knight was her daughter Mrs. New- Of these
black rogues had catch'd up although it was ”a donsummatlon
cock and Washington, to continue to
another,
demic in Vermont; the Chicago Stock- jDec. 15.
week, motoring here from Bar Harbor. has been for the past month. When old went with us but Mrs. Whitcomb beggin. also her son-in-law and her And overboard
hls Indian Carcass sent. devoutly to be wished". All things
yards
fire; a heavy peppering of hail i The season limit is one deer of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Dove of one drives over the roads and sees so was 111 with a severe cold and was Kfandson John, who is attending To scramble ln the water as he went.
come to him who waits, and s t.
Then the said Daniel run the fourth to
Fountain street, Ashland, Mass., visit many men and trucks busy it looks unable to go so we took her back an ! M IT. in Massachusetts. We had a
George has waited 131 years for a storms, cyclones, tornadoes and hur [either sex.
catch,
as though business was improving autographed copy of their hymn book flne timt talking over old times at At which the rogue a nimble Jump did public library.
ed F. O. Hilt and family Thursday.
fetch.
ricanes here, there and everywhere I Open season on muskrat also
gradually.
Uncle Elmer worked in the same j ®bu*rre' Point Light.
And overboard he goes and swims to
w* * « •
I had the opportunity of showing
I Labor
after a chicken dinner, >
shore.
over the land. Yes, a quite average opened Thursday ln several counties,
A large tanker passed in by the sta office with Harold last year.
This only rogue escaped out of four.
on the screen a short time ago pic
P op h am Beach
tion at 8.30 p m. Oct. 28.
year of disasters—added to the many among them Hancock. It will con
From Somerville we went to Wal- we SIarted for Somerville and spent One of the other three he swlmmed part
tures
of
my
native
village
before
an
way,
It is very beautiful at Popham
Best wishes to all Light and Coast tham to visit my aunt and her hus- tbe next week with our former guests, At length sinks down and there was
other heavy emergency responsibili tinue until Nov. 30.
audience composed mainly of Maine
Beach now. From the windows of the Guard brothers.
band Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. P.nkham W1;ile in th a t city we visited the
forced to stay,
ties ol the Red Cross ln the depres
of the other rogues with much ado people. The first picture was of the
H ALE IS CONFIRMED
• • • •
While there we had a fine ride up movics' went shopping and later Two
keeper's dwelling one can look across
sion; responsibilities taken by the Red
Got out of water Into a canoe.
main
street
as
It
was
60
years
ago,
no
Which
to
the
vessel
side
was
fastened.
Perkins
Island
through
Lowell
and
Lawrence.
My
sPent
one
n*ght
at
Revere.
On
Sunthe river at Coxes Head which is car
Cross ln its regular stride.
Themselves awhile In It they sheltered
trees, plank sidewalk, a road that
peted with a bright red bush. This,
Thirty-two States were affected. And Republican Senator Has Six
Speaking of patchwork, one usually wife bought a bowl of gold fish th e n da^ we went to the WHDH Studio to Said Indians on board had left a gun.
Unto the same said Jacob Tilton run.
was
hub
deep
of
mud
in
the
spring,
More Years At National Capitol
see
Uncle
Elmer
and
members
of
his
together with the many colored thinks of a woman's handiwork but and took them with her on her
Next year the number may be 30 or
Catching It up to shoot them It mist
about the same of dust In the sum
leaves on the trees, against a back recently Mi's. Osgood and daughters travels, and finally got them home circle who had visited us this summer. Whichfire.
48. Over the last ten years the num
disappointed him of hls desire
mer, and mud and frozen ground
The Governor and Council Thursground of blue sky and bordered by Ethel and Leona each received a top safe. They seem to enjoy themselves After the broadcast we held an im He catching up a stout great setting
ber of disasters has averaged 80—and
Pole.
promptu reception in the office. We
ln the fall. Then I showed the same
'day
confirmed the re-election of U. S.
very
much
in
their
new
home.
We
blue water, makes a scene that would made by a World War veteran, one
With all hls might he struck them on
It is, of course, unpredictable where
left Arlington Tuesday with Mr. and
street as it Is In 1934. from the
the Jole.
who went overseas. They are great stayed in W altham 5 days and then
delight the heart of any artist.
they are going to strike. One may Senator Frederick Hale, whose m ar
erngt^ v mt X y ”.nd’ su^k H ke^ny Masonic Temple ball to Kalloch's
gin of victory was set at an even 1200
went to Arlington as guests of Mr. Mrs. Sidney Hardwick (Mrs. Hard § ‘V
It is rather quiet at Pophain Beach ly pleased with the gifts.
visit your home or mine, youa county
wick
is
a
sister
of
Mrs.
Holloway)
of
lead.
Emporium and the Tenants Harbor
and
Mrs.
Robert
B
Holloway.
The
Our
son
Fred
returned
home
last
at
Peace
now. All of the cottages have been
our Country now
or mine, and it is highly probable un votes over his Democratic opponent,
North Weymouth. It rained all day We think
Garage,
a
fine
road,
concrete
side
F. Harold Dubord. based on an Inspec
might
rest
Sunday
we
were
there
we
took
a
lunch
closed, and the natives do not linger FWday looking very well, and we are
der the law of averages that one or
but we enjoyed the ride. We went
walks, electric lights, and I wish I
with
us
and
the
four
kiddies
and
the
tion
of the approximately 300.000 bal
glad
to
have
his
with
us
again.
long out of doors unless necessary as
several will wreck havoc in your state
through Sanford, where Mrs. H ard
If all our Indian foes were thus sup- could have had a picture of Our or mine. The one constant factor Is lots cast for Senator. The figures
The Sunbeam stopped here one four grown children took a ride to
the air is getting a little too chilly
wick's cousin Hilman Fallon is a mem
prest.
day the past week and we appreciated Providence. I t was a very fine day ber ol the High School faculty. We Let Ood the glory ol such conquest have, library. While they have gas, It is the sureness of Red Cross aid in time were: Hale. 139.773; Dubord, 138,573.
for real comfort.
Who
can
by few as well as marty save,
and
the
ride
was
wonderful.
not used for lighting or cooking, but
There was no debate or discussion
There were several auto parties having Mr. Guptill and friends call
arrived in Bath and it was still rain Then having thus despatched this In  for transportation, to make the of overwhelming need. It is an aid
The
next
day
Edith
took
us
over
as counsel for Dubord requested that
dian
crew,
We were greatly surprised and
given
on
a
self-help
basis—for
Ameri
visiting the fort Saturday and Sun
to Chelsea to call on Miss Mary Smiles ing. From there we came back to the Then presently consulted what to do.
wheels go ‘round. I showed a pic
more canoes laden to the brim
cans like to do as much for them the unofficial figures canvassed from
day, most of them men with guns and pleased when our sister Mrs. C. H Walters, a member of the Big Brother Light. We had rides in a Pontiac, Three
With Indians as deep as they could swim. ture of the old red schoolhouses as
Bowers
of
Massachusetts
walked
In
selves
and their communities as they election clerks' returns, which had
Came
paddling
with
all
their
m
ight
and
fishing rods. Even though a strong
Packard, Buick, DeSoto and a Hudson
of '74, and the schoolhouse which
on us a week ago Sunday with her Club who used to be on the air. We and an Essex and now we don't know
mein.
can. And ln the Red Cross they have placed Hale's lead at 1701, be replaced
northwest wind swept down the river,
the valient Tiltons to retain.
takes the place of both as of *34.
daughter Dorothy and friend, but had a nice visit and heard her brother which one we like best. We liked Hoping
Daniel,
which
was
both
nimble,
stout
confidence of efficiency and economy. by the totals shown by the inspec
giving the air a decided chill, a few
and spry,
I sure have used one of the three
sorry they were obliged to make their Frank play the piano. He is a fine them all. We had a wonderful time, He fetch'd
an
axe
and.
running
presently
One of the most magnificent relief tion. The Council confirmed, without
people braved the chill and sat on the
player and played a composition ol
rudiments,
reactin’,
‘ritln’,
an’
Yithvisit short.
He
cuts
the
cable,
then
they
hoist
the
programs in the history of this or any a dissenting vote.
stone wall bordering the fort property
hls own; which showed great possi a time to think and talk about when
sail.
Our daughter Ethel and Fred a t
metlc, namely Yitin', In the past 27
Leaving
their
Neighbours,
th
a
t
they
the
snow
piles
high
this
winter.
other
country was brought to a clMe
and fished. Don't know what luck tended a party given Monday by bilities.
might bewail
years, through the medium of our
Over their Governor who ln dispute.
by
the
Red Cross this past year, with
they had.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STR. CO. Had termed himself as great as good as home town paper in telling the world
friends in Brunswick.
the completion of distribution of Gov
Mr. and Mrs Clifton S. Morong and
Shute.
Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven.
• • »•
A G loriou s Vacation
Before th at they had sailed many miles. that the village I honored by making ernment wheat and cotton surpluses.
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
son Robert Ernest were weekend
Their wounds began to be as sore as my debut there, was a real place, and
f'ape NecTdick Light Station
Island and fvenchboro
We left on our vacation the first
bolls.
Elghty-flve million bushels of wheat—
Effective Sept. 15, 1931
guests of Mr. Morong's parents, Mr.
From which the blood ran streaming the Boston papers always speak of
The radio programs are going on day of September. Prior to leaving
(Subject
to
Change
Without
Notice)
ln the form of 10.600,000 barrels of
through the cloaths
and Mrs. Alonzo Morong.
we
had
as
guests
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H
ar
their old schedules, so I thought it
Eastern Standard Time
Quite from the shoulders down unto Tenant’s Harbor as the real place and
flour, 233,000 tons of feed and 4800
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blackington time to write to The Courier-Gazette old L. Whitcomb of Somerville, Mass. Read Down
their toes.
Read Up
St. George only an annex. Shows
Dally
Dally, Tuesday There they sat down ln woful misery.
tons of cereal went to feed the unem
whose marriage recently took place at again and take up our winter corre- Leaving here, they took us in their car Tuesday,
Thursday. Ex
what continued good advertising will
Ex Thursday Expecting every moment when to die.
any thing to chear their
ployed.
Camden returned to their home Sun- spondence that th< activities of the (o Yarmouth, where we were all Saturdays. Sundays Sundays, Saturdays Not having
do
for
a
place.
heart.
AM P M
A M P M.
More than 844,000 bales of cotton—
day after passing a week at the Light summer have compel! •'! us to drop,
guests of ex-Keeper and Mrs. Charles •4 30. 1 30 Lv. Rockland
Ar 9 30. 5.30 Nor dress their wounds to ease them of
"I care not what the reason
the smart
2
45
Lv.
Vlnalhaven
8
15
Men travel east or west,
as clothing, cloth, sheeting, blankets
as guests of Mr and Mrs. Alonzo
Since returning from eur vacation L. KnigTit until Labor Day. We had 5 45. 3 30 Lv. North Haven
And
verily
we
think
had
perished
7 25. 4.20
Or what the month or season—
and comforters—were placed where
6.25, 3.10 Had not the lady which has been m en
The bom Y tow n .It the beet”.
Morong. Mrs. Blackington was for- we have had for company, Mr. and a wonderful time there and some fine 7 05. 4 40 Lv. Stonington
tioned.
8 15 6 00 Lv. Swan's Island
___,
5 30. 2.00*
TEL. 1191
TILL8ON A V E N U E
' Boae
Been very helpful In this sore distress.
they were most needed.
,
merly Miss Mary E. Morong of Rock- Mrs. Earl P. Morse and their friends corn th at Charlie had grown in his • Discontinued September 29. 1934
What reason then had they of th an k 
ROCKLAND,
ME.
B.
H.
STINSON,
Agent.
Somerville,
M
ass.
Oct.
24
From this wheat and cotton distri
W hile we were
there
port. The newlyweds made the trip to ' of Bath, William Miller, Roy Heath garden.
fulness
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